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Introduction
The following report and statistical addendum is prepared for the inforw~tion
of any group or individual interested in the efforts ~f the Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks Commission to realize the most productive results possible from the
practical investment of the incoire derived f'rom the sale of hunting and fishing
permits. Many of the year's records are all-time nhighs" in production and develoPxrent. It is sincerely hoped that all who read this report will realize that this
record was possible only because the Commission and its personnel were not inhibited
by political or personal restrictions or obligations, and further because
of the high quality of cooperation between wildlife clubs, the Commission, the
farmer and the sportsman. This type of results, as is also being reflected in
most other states, is a fine tribute to the Commission form of government with
trained administrators and field men - a far cry from the dark ages of conservation when fish and game were merely vote getters and administrative and field
perso~nel were political friends and relations.
Organization - Old and New Plan
All divisions are supported by the sale of hunting and fishing permits arrl
related income, excepting State parks. In Nebraska, as in m:>st states, the State
parks are financed by direct Legislative tax appropriation.
The Nebraska Garre Commission has recently approved a reorganization plan
whereby key Commission employees can be better distributed over the state through
the conception of five game areas, with a central headquarters in each area. At
each area headquarters there will be assigned the following field representatives:
one each of highly trained game, fish and land m:inagement technicians; also a
chief conservation officer and a labor superintendent and crew with necessary
equipnent. This will provide a fully trained individual in each phase of the
Commission's activity in the local district. This will bring to the Commission
a more factual down-to-earth report of game and fish conditions directly from
the field, and will provide the people of the various communities specialists
who can work on their immediate problems, and present them with Garre Commission
programs and thereby a greater over-all unification and coordination between tre
sportsman, the farmer and the C~mmission. Definite localities for these areas
have not been picked as yet. It is anticipated that the plan will be functioning
by late fall.
Commission
The Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks Commissioners comprise the official
body responsible by law for over-all administration and general policy, including
planning and checking of projects and activity records of all Departments and the
employment of all personnel in the advanced classifications.
The Commission is composed of seven members appointed by the Governor for a
five-year term; the terms being so staggered that no rrore than two new Commissioners
are appointed in any one year. No :more than four Commissioners may be of the same
political party and no Commissioner may succeed himself by immediate reappointment.
Commissioners receive no salary for their services, other thBn reimbursement for
actual expenses and per diem, when attending meetings. All official meetings are
held in the Commission offices on the ninth floor of the State Capitol Building ·
at Lincoln. During the year 1953, the Commission held six official meetings.
Office
The office of the Commission, considered as a physical unit, provides working
accommodations for all supervisors and their secretaries, as well as t~ Executive
Secretary and all accounting and bookkeeping personnel. The office as a budgetary
unit, however, includes only the Executive Secretary, seven bookkeepers, one
secretary and one Legal Counsel.
The Executive Secretary is the administrative head of the organization, placing in operation the Commission projects and orders ar:d reporting back the activities
and progress in all divisions. The Executive Secretary is appointed by the members
of the Commission for a term of six years. In addition to the administration of
the Department in accord with Commission policy, the Executive Secretary presented
fifty-two radio programs, thirty-two television programs and fi~y-nine speeches.

The Legal Counsel assigned to this division found the growth of the Departirent reflected also in the increase in legal problems of the Commission. Such
problems classify themselves into the following general types:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Vehicle accidents involving state cars or trucks.
Compensation cases involving Department personnel.
Lawsuits affecting game or recreation areas.
Land purchase problems, leases, abstraots, etc.
Collection problems.

Some of these cases are of long duration arrl of considerable importance tc too Commission and its budget. Such cases for the most ~rt are beyond the time capacity
of the field representatives of the Attorney General's office and, in total, losses
from such cases could have cost the Department over a million dollars. The actual
loss was negligible compared to this amount. In addition to handling these problems, the Legal Counsel also served as an assistant in the public relations work
presenting a total of twenty-four programs.
Fremont Land Tract: A parcel of land consisting of 232 acres in Sections 16,
17 and 20, Township 17, North, Range 8 East, Dodge County was purchased from the
Lyman-Richey Sand arrl Gravel Corporation. This tract is particularly valuable as a
public access area because it lies adjacent other state-owned land and contains
approximately 80 acres of deep water. It is not subject to flooding and hence is
suitable for the stocking of game fish. This area was purchased for less than
the appraised value placed upon it by the Fish and Wildlife Service, and therefore
the Game Commission was reimbursed the full 75 per cent of the purchase price under the provisions of the Pittman-Robertson Act of Congress.
Memphis Lake Area: Due to pending claims for daDl9ges by landowners adjacent
to Memphis Lake, a part of the South half of Section 7, Township 13, Range 9,
Saur.ders County was purchased to avoid litigation and secure a valuable narsh fer
wild fowl. Originally this lake furnished natural ice for an Omaha meat packing
plant, but in recent years very heavy silting has occurred and the lake water
spread over the hay fields. Because this tract is located near large centers of
population, with resulting heavy use by the general public, extensive dredging has
also been undertaken and reported under Construction and Engineering.
Other areas have been investigated and failed of acquisition for one of three
reasons: (1) Some cannot be purchased; (2) others are unsuitable for development
by reason of flooding; (3) federal approval cannot be obtained on small or irregular
tracts.
Pressey Heirs Case: In 1943 Henry E. Pressey conveyed a tract of land in
Custer County to the State of Nebraska Ufor public recreation and the propagation
of wildlife." His estate was probated and the real estate has been managed and
developed by the Gaioo Commission. Now the collateral heirs of Mr. Pressey bring
suit in the District Court against the State of Nebraska and the Commission, alleging fraud on the part of the Game Commission and praying that the property be turned over to the heirs of Mr. Pressey. We filed a Special Appearance, questioned the
jurisdiction of that court, and argued the IrBtter before Honorable E. G. Reed at
Broken Bow, who took it under advisement.
Carl Norton Case: For a number of years Mr. Norton has had a cabin on stateowned property in Scotts Bluff County. The Commission requested that the cabin
be moved, which he refused to do. An ouster action was instituted in the County
Court and a hearing was had. The Court decided in favor of the Gane Commission
and Mr. Norton filed an appeal in the District Court, where the n:atter is now
pending.
The office division is responsible for the following activities:

1. Setting up of permit sale accounts over the State. At present t!Ere are
1149 accounts.
2.

Collection and depositing with the State Treasurer all incon:e.

In 1953

$973,475.70 was collected from all income sources, excepting Legislative Park
Appropriations and cash collected from parks, which totaled $118,761.20 1 making
an over-all total of $1,092,236.90.

3. Payment of all vouchers for all divisions.
paid out, including State Parks.

In 1953, $1,173,918.32 was

Appropriate records are maintained in all transactions and all records of the
Commission's individual departments are audited each year by the office of the
State Auditor and, when such transactions involve Federal aid funds, by the auditors
of the Fish and Wildlife Service.
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The Information Division is the smallest of the seven in th~ Nebraska Game
Commission. This Division is charged with informing the public of basic biological
facts in order to foster better cooperation for the Commission from the outdoor
sportsmen and the landowners of Nebraska.
The staff of this Division consists of a supervisor, an artist-exhibitor, a
secretary and two circulation clerks.
Correspondence
This Division is responsible for answering all routine correspondence that
does not require involved and technical answers. These inquiries are answered by
letter or by mailing one or more of the publications distributed by the Game Commission. Some of these publications are the Trapper's Guide, fishing regulations,
hunting regulations, boating regulations, Recreation Guide, Law Book, Outdoor
Nebraska maps and Outdoor Nebraska magazine. Requests for the material were received from all of the forty-eight states, Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Canada,
Nova Scotia, Spain, Mexico, Japan, Switzerland and Portugal.
~Service

Dissemination of news of the departmental activities was accomplished by
issuing a weekly press release to newspapers, radio and TV stations throughout
Nebraska. These releases were w2iled to 618 addresses each week and averaged
four to five pages in length. There was a total of 35,136 copies mailed in 1953.
"Outdoor Nebraska" column was mailed tc 32 newspapers and also to all conservation officers.· There was a total of 2,240 mailings of this column in 1953.
Another weekly news release was the fishing round-up, which averaged two pages
and was sent to 42 sportscasters and 7 Commissioners. It was issued for a period
of 20 weeks, totaling 980 copies.
Public Service Programs
Besides assisting personnel from other divisions, the i:ersonnel of this
Division presented more than 30 programs of all types at public gatharings in

1953.
Exhibits
The major exhibit produced by the Information Division was the annual state
Fair exhibit. For the second consecutive year the display was centered around wild
animals. According to ~~. Schultz, of the State Fair Board, th=lre were approximately 80,000 persons who saw this exhibit.
Conservation Camp
The annual State Conservation Camp was held at Chadron, as it has been the
last few years. This Division aided in scheduling speakers and other participants.
Att..endance was open to 4-H Club members from Nebraska. More than 300 members were
in attendanc~ from all over the State of Nebraska.
Exchange Magazine and News Release Library
This Division maintains a library containing magazines and news releases from
eonservation departments in 35 states. They are received on an exchange basis.
The material is available to all departmental personnel.
Outdoor Nebraska Magazine
This nsgazine is prepared and edited by this Division.
vised from this Division and is handled by tre publisher.

Circulation is super-

New subscriptions for 1953 were over previous marks azrl totaled 5,791. Of
this total, 3,283 were for one year, 1,744 were for two years, and 764 were for
five years.

There were 115 newsstand accounts that distributed 7,623 copies of the
magazine during 1953.
Total cash receipts for subscriptions and newsstand sales were $9,253.21.
Bulk Mailings
Hunting-Trapping Regulations

233,000

(To 1,149 permit accounts
and conservation officers)

Fishing Regulations

260,000

(To 1,149 permit accounts
and conservation officers)

Boating Regulations

13,000

(To specific permit accounts
and conservation officers)

4,000

(To landowners and conservation officers)

10,400

(To conservation officers)

Hunting by Permission Signs
Game Lsw Books
Mimecgraphing

This Division does all of the mimeograph work needed by all the Divisions of
the Game Commission. At the time of this writing, it is impossible to give an
accurate figure of the total number of mimeographed pieces published by th3 Information Division in 1953.
The entire Division was moved out to remodeled offices at the Wildlife Building, State Fair Grounds, in August of 1953. This move was made to accommodate the
ever-enlarging functions of the Information Division. It givas adequate room for
performing our previous duties and also our added duty of m:imeographing material
for all the Comrrd.ssion.
Radio and Television Programs
Paul Gilbert prese~ted 58 radio programs, 52 of which were duplicated on
eighteen different stat ions, and further presented 32 telev::i.'Jion sh~ws fo behalf
of conser;.r~tion interectB. Pc::-ticipants, including :t-tr .. Gi:t32,t, re~eived no
additional compensation for tJ.1.ese programs, and the time for such prograrr.s is
furnished without charge by the cooperating stations. All other public relations
programs are also presented without cost.
Moving

Pie_~

The Game Commission has turned over all its films to the University of Nebraska
Department of Visual AiCTs, wbo extends a service to all groups arn individuals desiring such films at roi:1.imum rental. A list of tre se films may be obtained by
writing to the above Department.
Conclusion

Mr. Richard (Dick) Schaffer .has built this Department up to its present service
level. However, the Commission regTets tte loss of Mr. Schaffer to a commercial
oil company in the East~ The Commission is pleased to announce the appointment of
Mr. Wallace Green, of Iowa, to this position. Mr. Green comes well qualified, with
a major in wildlife management and another in journalism. Mr. Green is looking
forward to ~eting the various wildlife groups over tre State.
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Personnel
The enforcement division personnel was increased to a total of
28 district officers in September of 1953. This adds three (3) officers
and called for redistricting of the State in such a way as to provide greater
service and attention to some areas of the state which had been unattended or
in which conditions have changed to focus hunting and fishing activities.
One former officer was transferred to the Land Management Division,
creating another district vacancy. Four (4) new officers were therefore
employed as follows:
Fred Salak
Carl Gettmann
William Bonsall
Herman Schmjdt

to
to
to
to

O'Neill, Nebr.
Ord, Nebr.
Alma, Nebr.
McCook, Nebr.

Three other transfers in districts were made in 1953 to place officers
in more efficient centers of operation as follows:
Ralph Von Dane (Commission Pilot)
Norbert Kampsnider to
Don Green
to

to Lincoln, Nebr.
Grand Island, Nebr.
Hartington, Nebr.

Two of the new districts designated were for the specific purpose of
handling new reservoirs; Harlan County, alrearly complete and Gavins Point,
under constru~tion. The new divisions place two officers along proposed
Gavins Point which is to be very large.
The continued increase of deer population and range also played a
part in the present district arrangement.
The four new men started their training ~eriods at the opening of
the hunb.ng season and all have shown good progress and are learning to
assume district responsibilities.
Major personnel problems in 1953, other than breaking in four new men
are as follows:
1.

Dissatisfaction with the new salary schedule, mostly
of those men in the middle rank of ye~- rs of service.
fact that new men up to about three ye.3,rs of service
api:,roxima tely the same or the same salary as men who
seven years of service.

on the part
Based on the
are drawing
have four to

2.

Confusion over receiving instructions and assignments from too many
departmental personnel, with appa.rent lack of coordinated agreement.

The officers will undoubtedly discuss the above factors at their next
personnel_ meeting.
Arr~st

Analysis

The total number of violations and arrests are under those of
The successful conviction record however, remains at 98%, the same
with four new wardens in the field. Total fines have decreased by
dated damages dropped 13%. The number of confiscated guns was 35%
Most of the above decreases may be attributed to the
1.

Lack of an open season on doves.

1952 by 15%.
as 1952, eved
34% and liquiless than :952.

following_fa~tcrs~

Arrest Analy5is continued:
2.

J.

Decreased hunting activity during the
pheasant season due to the drop in pheasant populations and unfavorable hunting
conditions.
Hunter behavoir was much improved this
year. Very few complaints from fanners
compared to previous years. This is further indicated by the fact that Hunting
Gut of Season, replaced Loaded Shotgun in
Vehfoles, as the number one violation.
Major Violations

1.

2.
3.

Hunting Out of Season
Loaded Shotgun in Vehicle
Fishing Without l·ermit

18%
14%
11%

The major cases from the stand:roint of penalty in 1953 were those involving
illegal killing of ducks, deer, seining fish and operating fish traps, The greatest single penalty of $460.00 and costs came from the illegal possession of ducks
in Hall County.
Two individuals received jail sentences and the Commission revoked the permit
privileges of three individuals for repeated violation of the game laws.
Seven individuals were prosecuted on illegal deer killings which is the
same as for 1952.
Non-residents purchasing resident permits dropped from 16% of the total in
1952 to about 6% for 1953, indication that either our non-residerrt hunting and
fishing r-opulati1in dropped or that they were more honest.
Court Action Financial Records
I

II

Total Offenses Committed
Total Number of Arrests
Total Convictions
Total Not Guilty
Conviction Record

432
440
443
7

98%

Total Fines (to County School Funds)
$5,973.00
Total Costs (to County Courts)
$1,703.23
Liquidated Damages (to the State, assessed)

$4,790.00
Liquidated Damages (collected)
III

GL'.ns Confiscated
Fish, Game & Fur Confiscated
Illegal Devices

$6,522.6$

84

971
143

Surmnary of Activities

965,7$3
30,582
45,053
1, 738
1,243
384

Mi.les Traveled ......................... .
Hunters Checked ••.......•.............•.
Fishermen Checked ..•.............•....••
Trappers Checked ......................••
Complaints Investigated .............•.••
Public Meetings •..................•.....
Vehicle Operating Expenses

Vehicle operating expense for 1953 held to the 3¢ per mile figure of
1952, which was the first complete year under the present replacement system
with heavy duty police units.

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

4.6
3.89
3.09
3.00
3.00

(Standard Units)
(50% Standard Units)
(2 Standard Units)
(All Heavy Units)
(All Heavy Units)

per
per
per
per
per

mile
mile
mile
mile
mile

1952 Travel (940,093 miles)
Repairs & Maintenance

$19,047.00
$12,732.00

1953 Travel (965,783 miles)
Repairs & Maintenance

$18,935.00
$10,186.00

The above records indicate a continued drop in overall operating expeuses
for vehicles, which has chiefly been reflected in repair and maintenance. The
differential between 1949 and 1953 is 1.6¢ per mile, which in driving 965,783
miles would have cost ~15,452.00 more if our cost per mile was still at the 1949
level with standard cars.
Airplane
Total Flying Hours (Old & New Plane)
Gasoline
(Old & New Plane)
Oil
(Old & New Plane)
Storage

192.47
$507.92
$ 29.35
$272.00
$1,001.74

Boat Expense (Chris-Cr~ft)
Operating hours
Gasoline
Oil
Storage, Service & Equipment, Repairs

37
$34.?0
$ 2.70
$138.25
i175.65

Off ens es

Violatio~s

Hunting Out of Season
Loaded Shotgun in Vehicle on Fublic Hi-way
Fishing T1Vithout Permit
Illegal Seining of Fish
Hunting Without Permit
Non-residents on Resident Fermits
Unplugged Shotguns on Jame Birds
Operating Fish Traps
Shootjng Game From Hi-way
Over Bag Linit of GBJne Fish
Shooting Hen Pheasants
Trapping in Closed Season
Possession of Game Birds Out of Season
Trespassing to Hunt
Snagging Game Fish
Drinking Liquor on State Froperty
Shooting Deer Out of Season
Over Bag Limit of Grune Birds
Indecent Exposure on State Froperty
Hunting in Closed Area
Fishing W1th Too Many Hooks
Reckless Boat Operation
Commercial Fishing 1Afi thout Fermi t
Illegal Fossessionof Seines
Taking Short Fish Commercially
Seining Minnows in Closed Waters
Shooting Fish
Illegal Possession of Deer
Fishjng in Closed Waters
Illegal Possession of Beaver
Destroying .Public (State) Property
Trapping on State Owned Lakes
Trapping Without a Permit
Hunting on State Refuge
Overcharging for State Permit
Illegal Possession of Antelope
Illegal Possession & Transportation of Fish
Buying Raw Fur Without a Permit
Hand Fishing

80
64

51
32
25
25

17
13
13
11
10
10

9
8

5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
2

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
1
1
1
1
1

432

39

Accordirg to a statistical report compiled by the Region 3, Office of
the U. S. Fish & llfildlj fe Service, the Nebraska Enforcement Di vision and
Nebraska Federal Agents had more arrests for violations on migratory waterfowl and greater penalties assessed than other central flyway states.
Arrests ....... 52
Penal ties .............• $2, 525. 00
FERSONNEL
DISTRICT NG.

CONSERVATION OFFICER

LOCATED AT

Supervisor

William R. Cunningham

Lincoln

L. J. Cunningham
Erl Greving
A. G. Mccarroll
W. J. Ahern
Fred Salak
H.L. Burney
Don Green
George Weidman
Joe Ulrich
Loron Bunney
Jim McCole
Carl Gettmann

Crawford
Rushville
Cody
Bassett
O'Neill
Neligh
Hartington
Gering
Bridgeport
Ogallala
North Platte
Ord

1
2

3
4

s
h

7

g

9
10

11
12

PERSONNEL (Continued)
DISTRICT
-13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24
25
2h

27
28

CONSERVATION OFFICER

LOCATED AT

Bob Benson
Bud Shaff er
Gust Nun
Vernon T~foodgate
Dick Wolkow
H. Lee Bowers
Herman Schmidt
Burman Guyer
Sam Grasmick
William Bonsall
Norbert Kampsnider
Ed Bosak
Ralph Von Dane
Roy Owen
Bernard L. Fatton
John Harpham

Norfolk
Columbus
So. Sioux City
Fremont
Cmaha
Benkelman
McCook
Lexington
Minden
Alma

Grand Island
Hastings
Lincoln
Crete
Lincoln
Falls City

PROGRAMS BY PERSONNEL
1.

William Cunningham •..• 19

14.

N. Kampsnider ..•..• B

2.

Bill Ahern ............ 24

15.

Allen McCarroll •.•• 0

3.

Bob Benson ...........• 27

16.

Jim Mc Cole. • . • • . • • • 7

4.

Ed Boeak .•...•.....••• 11

17.

Roy Owens .........• 91

5•

Lee Bowers ...•...•.••• 18

18.

Bernard Patton ••••• 13

6.

Loron Bunney .•......•. 0

19.

C. W. Shaff er. • . • • • 0

7.

Mike Burney .•........• 1

20.

Joe Ulrich ••.....•. 15

8.

Leon Cunn:ngham ••..... 1

21.

R. Von Dane •...••.. 1

9.

Sam

Grasmick ........•. 13

22.

George Weidman ..••. 13

10.

Don Green ••........••. 5

23.

Dick

11.

Ed Greving •..•...••... 1

24.

V. Woodgate •...•.•. 13

12.

Burman Guyer .......•.. 23

25.

Gust Nun •.......••• 1

13.

John Harpham .......••. 4

26.

wm.

~penditures

~·Volkow •..•...•

15

Bonsall ......•• 2

for the Calendar Year - 1953

Salaries
Permanent----------------------------Employer 1 s Share OASI-----------------

$ 89,821.18
_b289.41

Operating Expense
Postage------------------------------Freight & Express (Includes moving household furniture)---Telephone & Telegraph----------------Light
Board & Room-------------------------Travel-------------------------------Frinting-----------------------------General (Frocessing deer, medical, bonds,
etc.)

s--------------------------------

91,110.59

217.44

389.69
177.95
84.00

23,390.99
13,935.01
468.25

731.12

44,394.45

Expenditures (Continued)
Supplies
82.76
Office---------------------------------3.07
Photo----------------------------------Auto(Antifreeze, se~t covers, chains, etc.) 1,481. 99
584.73
Field----------------------------------3,468.98
Unifoms-----------------· --------------Maintenance & Repair
Office---------------------------------Auto------------------------------------

5' 621. 53

67.15
10,186.49
543.69
1.40
91.06

10,889.79

Property, Improvements & Equipment
2.00
Book-----------------------------------145.00
Typewri t er-----------------------------35.12
Steno Chair----------------------------620.00
4 Fr. Binoculars-----------------------7 Radios, 1 Radio Transmitter, Carrying3,049.64
cases, etc.--------------------------16 Cars--------------------------------- 29 ,601.32
1 Airplane------------------------------ 10,580.00
491.00
Transmi t ter & Rec~iver for Plane-------Materials & Labor to Rebuild, Rewire, etc.
1~4.16.31
Otter Creek Cabin-----------------------

45,940.39

Field-----------------------------------

Ground (Boat Dock)---------------------Uniform---------------------------------

Total------------

$ 197,956.75

FISHERIES DIVISlON
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1953
GRAND TOTALS QE FISH STOCKED
PRODUCED AND STOCKED FROM HATCHERIES-all species------------------- 1,821 1 838
Species

Fing.

~

Bullhead
Bass
Rock Bass
Crappie
Bluegill
Walleye
Northern Pike
Catfish

19,077
121,663
11,875
31,049
78,573
1,160,693
711
1.27.282
1,561,626

Rainbow Trout
n
Bro'Wil
145,240
n
Brook

6,050
218

145,240

6,268

FEDERAL FISH ST~KED--all species
Brown Trout
Rainbow Trout
Brook Trout

300

6,575
200
5,755

19,377
128,238
11,875
31,249
84,328
1,160,693
711

12,8.30

137.985
1,574,456

4,186
89,698
1,990
95,874

10,236
235,156
1.990
247,382

T-------------------------------32,400
49,908
15.006
97,314

Bass
Bluegill

Adult

10,650
17,350
28,000

43,050
67,258
12s006
125,314
72,440
21;.s 1 000
320,440

72,440
248,000
320,440

FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKED--all species-----------------------------

312,862
27,612

Bullhead
Crappie
Walleye
B. Bass
Perch
Bluegill
Drum
w. Bass
G. Shiner
Catfish
Sunfish
Northern Pike
Carp
Rainbow Trout

391
41,073

40,400
606
750
423,694

300,648
34,780
12,309
2,750
18,969
18,013
2,279
1,212
1,756
3,841
46
J2

396,635

,22

820,329

FISH SEINED AND TRANSFERRED--all species -------------------------4;500·

18,000
5,300

?,.. ,

. l.<+-

27
380

S~ish

27,800

......

3,108
6,980
59,302
152,530
25
1,.389

,

~~t..9S:'2

2~8,515

820,329

613,510
62,392
12,309
2,750
19,360
59,086
2,279
1,212
1,756
44,241
606
46
750

FL5H HAULED FOR WERT BRECK, Waverly~··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(For Nebraska Better Fishing Association--Oak Lake)
Bullheads
750
750

B. Bass
Bluegill
Crappie
Bullhead
~te Bass
Perch
Catfish
Northern Pike
Carp

445,754

3,108
11,480
77,302
157,830
25
1,389
774
'2.7
Jt'.'O

ftaOC2

256,315

750

256,315

GRAND TOTA~ Cont 1d.

Species

Fing.

CATFISH TRAPPED--Missouri and Niobrara rivers------------------Catfish trapped in 1953
Catfish held from 1952 and stocked

3,150

6~h162

68,312

GRAND TOTAL FISH STOCKED IN 1953

68,Jl2

3,150
65,162
68,312

-----------------~---------J,413,298

Fry
145,240
Fingerling 2,437,142
Adult
830,916
3,413,298
ROUGH FISH STOCKED
11
If

"
tr

Sold
Buried or given
away

TOTAL

79,220 # (Salvage & Distribution)
18,830 # (Gretna)
23,513 #

42,929 #
164,492 #

********

GRETNA FISH HATCHERY
310-54
GAME FISH PRODUCED AND

SPEcms
Bullhead
Bass
Crappie
Bluegill

STOOKED---------------------------

Fry

Fing.

.Adult

167,315

Total
430
6,250
12,800
.21800
2.3,280

430
6,250
12,000
3,800
2.3,280

Catfish (Channel)*
137,985
137,985
(* 60,240 catfish were traded to Minnesota for walleye eggs)
Rainbow Trout

6,05.Q

6,050

167,315

167,315

FISH STOCKED FOR arHER HATCHERIES---------------------(Valentine)
Bullhead
Bass
Bluegill
Crappie

100
300
4,700

4,000
300
1,000
5,300

(Rock Creek)
Rainbow Trout
Brook 'i'l-out

5,300

13,400
100
4,300

5,100

5,000
1 1 000
10,400

2,800
200
3,000

2,800
200
3,000

s,100

--r.3";400

FISH TRANSFERRFJJ AND STOCKED --------------------------------------

Bluegill

4,500

59
182

Bass

Bullhead
Crappie
Catfish
Carp

5,300

35

18,000

42

27,800

-

4,559
182

5,335
18,042

2

2

380
700

380
28, 500

28,500

Gretna Hatchery (Cont 1d.)

FISH HAULED FOR THE NEBRASKA BETTER FISHING ASSCCIATION---------Specie!!

Fing.

Bullhead

FISH SALVAGED AND
Bullhead .
Bluegill
Crappie
Catfish
Bass
Stmfish
Carp

Adult

Total

750

750

STOCKED-------------~--------------------------

96,SJ.2

4,050
562
200
750
102,374

239,598
7,300
27,050
408
8
406

336;410

274,770

377,144

750

377,144

n,350
27,612
408
8
606
750

TOTAL FISH STCX::KED BY GREI'NA--TOTAL FISH HANDLED BY GRETNA----

572,959
587,109

Production Costs and Miscellaneous Work Costs: (Qretna)
(a)

(b )

(c)

(d)

Channel Catfish
Producing 137,985 fing. @ $ 34,95 Per M. •••••••••••
Stocking 137,985 fing. @
1.72 Per M. • ••••••••••

$ 4,823.94

Trout (Rainbow)
Producing 6,050 fing. @ $ 2.63 per M. ••••••••••••••
Stocking 6,050 fingo @
.35 per M, ••••••••••••••

159.19
21.27

Warmwter Fish
Producing 23,280 fing. @ $ 8.85 Per M. •••••••••••••
Stocking 23,280 fingo@
,59 per M. •••••••••••••

2, 061.89

Stocked for other Hatcheries (Valentine and Rock Creek)
(5300 fingerling and 8100 adult bullhead, bass, crappie,
bluegill, rainbow and brook trout)

(e)

Fish Transferred, Salvaged & Misc. trips ••••••••••••
(1301 174 fingerling and 275,470 adult bluegill, bass,
bullhead, crappie, catfish, carp and sunfish)

(f)

State Fair Exhibit (Expense from Gretna budget)
Labor•••••••••••••••••••••••••$ 271.00
Supplies ••••••••••••••••••••••
JJ.20
Travel Expense.................
39.40
Gas and Oil•••••••••••••••••••
25.44

237.89

139.43
289.68

1,797.83

369.04

$ 369.04

(g)

Improvements and Equipment••••••••••••••••••••••••••
New Truck ••••••••••••••••••••••
1,399.19
Tires and Tubes ••••••••••••••••
27.69
Gas Mower ••••••••••••••••••••••
44.70
Fencing new pond •••••••••••••••
92.55
17.44
Lumber--new addition to residence
Pump •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
101.07
Valves •••••••••••••••••••••••••
8.85
Gravel for Driveway ••••••••••••
22.11
$ 1,713.60

1,713.60

(h)

Picnic Grounds and Aguariums •••••••••••••••••••••••••

J,285.91

The Gretna Hatchery crew was busier than usual during 1953. In additinn to
producing and stocking more fish this year than in 1952 they had a larger amount
of salvage work than usual, and made numerous improvements, Some of the
accomplishments are listed below and costs are included in the above cost
figures under the proper section.

I

Gretna Hatchery (Cont 1d.)
Improvements in our methods of artificial propagation of channel catfish
resulted in a few thousand more fingerling than last year, even though we have
not entirely licked the "White Spot" disease (Ichthyophthirissis), and as a
result lost some small fingerlings this year. Construction and use of four
long narrow raceways for rearing of catfish resulted in less loss by this
method than by putting them directly into ponds from the feeding troughs. We
are planning on remodeling two additional large raceways this next year into
four narrower ones for additional space.
More spawner catfish were also secured this year from the Seining Crew
which should give us increased production next year.
Outside work not chargeable to fie~ production at the hatchery consisted
of the following: 45 trips cover1_ng the east2~n half of Ne'braska to ~:1::_..,~&ge
fish that were reported to be in danger of dyi11g due tc low water conC.i-uions.
12 trips to remove carp or transfer fish from privately-owned lakes.

One trip to Verdon lake to help the Fishery Research crew in chemical
treatment of ve~etation.
Several trips to Memphis lake to install screens and keep them clean,
and also to seine the barrow pits before raising the water in the lake
after construction improvements.
Furnish live fish displays for 5 television shows in Omaha and Lincoln.
Hauled bullheads for Mr. Breck to Lincoln for the Kids Fishing contest.
Stocked two loads of warmwater fish for the Velentine hatchery and
three loads of trout for the Rock Creek hatchery.
Delivered and picked up trout for Kearney City Park display through
the summer.
Moved Bernie Ieman from the Gretna Hatchery to Lincoln.
Prepared and took charge of the State Fish Exhibit at the State Fair.
Due to the large amount of salvage and other outside work, some improvements around the hatchery grounds had to be neglected. However, the following
improvements were made during the year:
Instelled an automatic water system in the east tenant residence.
Built kitchen cabinets in all tenant residences.
Repaired plastering in Superintendent. 1s residence.
Constructed a 60 1 x 2 1 x gn footing on the park driveway.
Painted and repaired park picnic tables.
Built fence around new pond west of main hatchery grounds.

*******

SALVAGE AND DISTRIBu'TION
310-53
FISH SEINED AND TRANSFERRED -------------------------------------Species

Fing •.

Fry

B. Bass
Bluegill
Crappie
Bullheads
Perch
White Bass
Catfish
Northern Pike

Adult

Total

486
6,921
49,260
147,095
1,389
25
772
2?

486
6,921
49,260
147,095
1,389
25
772
27
205,975

205,975

FISH SALVAGED AND STCX}KED ---------------------------------------Bullhead
Crappie
Walleye
Black Bass
Perch
Bluegill

391
30,023

Drum
White Bass
G. Shiner
Catfish
Northern Pike
Trout

30,414

272,175
34,253
12,309
2,742
18,969
17,713
2,279
1,212
1,756
41,309
46
32
404,795

3,150
27,686
30,836

435,209

272,175
34,253
12,309
2,742
19,360
47,736
2,279
1,212
1,756
41,309
46
32
435,209

CATFISH TRAPPED (Missouri and Niobrara rivers) -------------Catfish Stocked (Trapped in 1953)
"
"
(Held from 1952)

205,975

30,836

3,150
27,686
30,836

catf~sh are being held over for
spring stocking in spring of 1954)

(23,436

TaI'AL GAME FISH HANDLED....

672,020

ROUGH FISH REMOVED FROM LAKES AND STREAMS:

Carp •••••••••••••••••• 96,721
Buffalo ••••••••••••••• 13,066
Quillback •••••••••···~ 18,445
Shad •••••••••••••••••• 4,675
Sucker ••••••••••••••• .,
75
Gar •••••••••••••••••••
800

133,782 #

Of this total 23,513
31,049
79,220
133,782

# sold
# given away or buried
# stocked (carp)
#Total

Production Costs and Other Work Costs:
(a)

T-rapping 26,586 catfish {Missouri river) @ $ 4.92 per M••• $1,308.66

(b)

Cost of rough fish removal of fish sold (23,513#) •••••••••

(c)

Income from rough fish sold ••••••••••••••• $ 3,005.15
Carp
10,447 # ••••••• 1,044.70
Buffalo 13,066 # ••••••• 1,959.45

2,046.19

$ 3,005.15

(d)

Salvage and Transfer of fish from overstocked lakes,
Test seining and miscellaneous jobs •••••••••••••

$48,157.98

Salvage and Distribution (Cont 1d.)
(e)

New Figuipment and Improvements ••••••••••••••••••-••••• $

One K-7 International· Truck ••••••••••• $ 3,268.03
One Chevrolet Sedan •••••••••••••••••••
1,394.44
One Country Sedan•••••••••••••••••••••
1,895.43
One K-7 International truck •••••••••••
3,268.03
Material for new pipe line ••••••••••••
14.90
Foundation for steel building •••••••••
l20.44
*New raceways ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3,166.23
Fish tanks ••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••
207.69
Concrete floor for steel building •••••
274.60
Insulation for 8" water supply line
across tailrace •••••
254.48

13,864.27

$ 13,864.27

*Breakdown of new raceways cost:

Mr. Nordin - for labor •••••••••••• $ 630.00

Lmnber, nails, plywood, etc., ••••••
856029
Ready-mix concrete •••••••••••••••• 1,035.00
Re-inforcing steel ••••••••••••••••
355.00
68.80
Channels ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5.25
Gaskets •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
38.05
Used pipe •••••••••••••••••••••••••
4" gate valves ••••••••••••••••••••
135.18
Pipe and fittings (Supply depot) •••
26.07
16.59
Flat iron material ••••••••••••••••
$ 3, 166.23
The raceway cost includes only hired labor for form
building and materials. All other labor was by the
Department•s Construction Crew.
The Seining Crew had a very busy year all through 1953. Ordinarily,
there are a few slack periods through the year when seining and moving of fish
cannot be done, however, this year the crew seined and moved fish every month
of the year. As a result, more fish were stocked to improve fishing. One of
the biggest increases was in adult fish transferred from over-populated lakes
to lakes that needed fish and \.lhere fishing pressure was heavy. Nearly twice
as many adults were transferred this year as last year.
More fish were salvaged also this year due mostly to the dry conditions
last summer and fall.
Stocking of catfish trapped from the Missouri and Niobrara rivers was
increased this year due to good trapping success. This work varies considerably depending on the catfish run and river conditions.
The total numbers of rough fish removed from lakes this year was below
last year but this was due to the warm weather during January and February
making the ice unsafe to work on and very little rough fish seining was done-also more time was spent on transfer of fish. Numbers of carp stocked for
fishing, however, was almost the same as last year. Even though the rough
fish that were sold were few compared to other years, the value of those
sold ($3,005.15) was greater than the cost of removing them ($2,046.19). The
only rough fish sold are those too small to stock and when the work is so
far from carp lakes that it does not pay to move them so far. Also, rough
fish, excepting gar, are seldom used for stocking.
In addition to the large amount of seining and hauling of fish this
year, the Seining Crew made numerous improvements to better working conditions
and production. A steel building, transferred to them from the Land Management
division, 24 1 x 40 ', was moved from Central City and put up at the headquarters
at North Platte. A concrete foundation and floor was laid with the help of the
Construction Crew. The building is being used for storage and a place for
working on tanks, trucks, boats, etc. A supply room was built inside for
storage of supplies received from the main supply depot at Lincoln. The
building -was also wired for electricity.
The Seining Crew collected and furnished a large number of fish for the
State Fair and left two men to help during the week of the Fair. Cost to the
crew was $367.24.

Salvage and Distribution, (Cont 1d.)
Sixty-one different lakes, many of them large sandhill lakes, were
seined this year. Some were for private parties, for which a charge was
made, and the others for removing corp, salvage and for test seining.
The dcrns on the ponds at the regulating reservoir were built up and
improved.
Four new concrete raceways were constructed at the headquarters area by
the Construction Crew. These were completed in time to get some use from
them late last fall, and will help save time and money all through next year
in holding fish for short periods, and in sorting fieh for better use.
A new 8" pipeline was laid by the Construction Crew from the hatchery main
line to the Seining Crew headquarters to provide water for the raceways, for
irrigation and for washing trucks and seines.
One new carryall and two new trucks were purchased during the year. The
larger trucks will help next year in hauling more fish at less cost. All work
of installing and building new tanks is done by our O'Wll men. All boats; live
boxes, tanks, etc., are built by our own men and also many truck and equipment
repairs made. All nets are made up by crew members, ~hich saves considerably
on net costs.
At the end of the year the crew had collected 23,436 catfish, 88,528
bullheads and 10,950 pounds of carp--not included in the above records--that
are being held in holding ponds until spring to be stocked after the ice is
gone.

LAKES SEINED BY SALVAGE CREW
Minatare Lnke, Scotts Bluff County
Rice Lake, Cherry County
Duck Lake, Cherry County
Hackberry Lake, Cherry County
Crystal Lake, .Inkota County
Indianola Lake, Red Willow County
Northport Lake, Morrill County
Mcconaughy Lake, Keith County
Pibel Lake, Wheeler County
Pelican Lake, Cherry County
Dewey Lake, Cherry County
Rickstein Lake, Garden County
Smith Lake, Sheridan County
Atwood Lake, Antelope County
Crescent Lake, Garden County
Hackberry Lake, Cherry County
Dewey Lake, Cherry County
Pelican Lake, Cherry County
Dipping Vat lc.ke, Grant County
Longfellow Lake, Grant County
Mule Lake, Cherry County
North Platte Tailrace, Lincoln County
Dewey Lake, Cherry County
Sutherland Ditch, Lincoln County
Alkalai Lake, Cherry County
Longfellow Lake, Grant County
Blue Creek, Garden County
Crescent Lake, Garden County
Duke Alexis, Hayes County
Aklalai Lake, Grant County
Johnson Lake, Gosper County
Mother 1 s Lake, Cherry County
Niobrara Lake, Knox County
E. Kimball Reservoir, Kimball Co.
Mcconaughy Lake, Keith County
Ogallala Lake, K~ith County
Quinnebaugh Lake, Burt County
Pioneer Perk Lake, Lanc£1.ster County
Fremont Angler's Lake, Dodge County
Fry Lake, Sheridan County
Mead Sandpits, Sa\lllders County
Travis Lake, Scotts Bluff County
University Luke, Scotts Bluff County
stewart Lake, Scotts Bluff County
Box Butte Canal, Dawes County

Remove rough fish
Remove rough fish
Remove rough fish
Remove rough fish
Remove rough fish
Seined private pond
Seined private pond
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Tr6nsferred fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Removed rough fish
Salvaged fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Removed rough fish
Transferred fish
Drained lake--removed fish
Transferred fish
Salvaged fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Removed all fish
Salvaged fish
Removed rough fish
Transferred fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Removed rough fish
Transferred fish

Salvage and Distribution (Cont'd.)
Burlington R. R. Pit, Lancoster County
Republican River, Furnas County
Kimball Cnnal, Kimball County
Quinnebaugh Lake, Burt County
Minatare Canal, Lincoln County
Korty Dam, Keith County
Hackberry Lake, Cherry County
Quinnebaugh Lake, Burt County
Rothwell Lake, Grant County
Niobrara Lake, Knox County
Cottonmill Lake, Buffalo County
Carothers Lake, Custer County
Rothwell Lake, Grant County
Carothers Lake, Custer County
Smithfield Canal, Gosper County

Salvaged fish
Salvaged fish
Salvaged fish
Salvaged fish
Salvaged fish
Salvaged fish
Transferred fish
Salvnged fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Salvaged fish
Transferred fish
Transferred fish
Seine private pond
Salvaged fish

*******
NORTH PLATI'E HATCHERY

310-57
GAME FISH PRODUCED AND STOOKED·· ---------------------------------

SPEiCIES

FING.

1, 163, 340

IQl'AL

ADULT

1,160,693

Walleye Pike
Northern Pike

1,160,693
711

711

Buss

1,936
1,163,340

1,936
1,163,340

froduction and other Work Costs:
(u) Producing 1,163,340 fing. @ $ 17.42 per M. •••••••••
Stocking 1,163;340 fing. @
1.82 per M• ..........

$ 19,965.46
2,131.16

(b) Wardening ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

122.10

(c) Work for Other Hatcheries: •••••••••••••••••••••••••
(November ) :
Frank Sleight (Rock Creek) 11 days@$ 9.52 ••••• 104.72
"
n
"
n
Expenses ••• 22.95
Cecil Beauchamp (Todd) Ji days@$ 6.94 ••••••• 24.28
Vic Forney (Construction) 17 days@$ 8.2) ••••• 139.91

730.99

n
"
(Todd)
Jack Morgan (Todd)

~ days @ $
~days @ $

8.23 ••••• 28.80
7.00 •••• 24.50

(December)
Frank Sleight (Deer season) 7 days @ $ 9.52 ••••
n
II
Expenses ••••
7 days@$ 8.06 ••••
Bill Rhodes (Deer Season)
Expenses ••••
"
n
7 dDys@ $ 7.oo .•.•
Jack Morgan (Deer Season)
Expenses ••••

66.64
32.75

56.42
32.65
49.00
33.15
$ 730.99

(d)

Improvements and Equipment...............................
Rewire Residence ••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 326.00
Briggs motor............................
45.26
Irrigation Pipe •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1085.74
New truck•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1556.30
495.00
Tanks--hatching battery ••••••••••••••••
Boat • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •
162. 00
Adding Machine.........................
89.55
Grease gun filler T•••···············•••
20.37
Build new fish tank--repair old one.....
496.23
$ 4276.45

(e)

Mi.scellaneo~s Salvege •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

4,276.45

$ 654.09

North Platte (Cont'd.)
This wns a record year for the production of walleye fingerling at the
North Platte station. Even with some loss of fingerling due to low oxygen
during the hot summer more fingerlings were produced and stocked than ever
before.
Experiments were carried on again last spring ~rying to obtain northern
pike and walleye eggs from our own spa.wners, but with little success. We
believe, however, on the northern pike that we have learned enough about
their spawning that we ~11 have better success this coming spring. Walleyes
are still giving us trouble, however, and we are going to place Bernie Leman,
our new fishery biologist, at the North Platte station to work on this
problem.
An additional battery and more jars are being set up to increase
production and take care of northern pike egzs sepa~ate from the walleyes.
A new office was set up temporarily in the storage room at the hatchery
to provide Bernie Leman a place to work. This crowds us for storage room
but hope it will be only temporary. The original plan was to have the
biologist~s office nnd small laboratory in the new Seining Crew building
when it is built.

The North Platte hatchery is more of a se~sonal hatchery than the others
and we have used the men during their slack periods inyhelping other
hatcheries and the seining crew, along with the Enforcement division.

Considera»le work was done during the year in planting the grounds. A
multiflora rose fence has been planted around the newer ponds north of the
road. All new dikes were seeded to brome grass and the front area along
the road planted to blue grass. Part of the portable irrigation pipe was
purchased to ~ter the area and the balance of the system will be completed
during 1954. An 8" underground water line was laid from the main supply line
for connecting to the portable irrigction pipe.
A total of 5500 trees and shrubs was also planted on the grounds.
Fencing was removed around the ponds on the south side of the road,
and the banks graded down and seeded.
Forty feet of the main water supply line

'WaS

re-laid by the Construction

crew.

A new fish tank wns built and placed on a new one-ton truck.
us two such tcnk trucks for distributing walleye fingerlings.

This gives

All overClow pipes on the new ponds were cut off at the correct water
level elevation after ponds were filled.
'Ihe supe·rintendent's residence was re-wired for electricity. After an
investigation by Mr. Belter it was found that there were many dangerous
connections 2.nd overloading.

A small bull dozer was built for the Ford tractor and a trailer to use
on the mower was built by the men. We have an acetylene welding outfit
which saves considerable on repairs of equipment.
The grounds were fertilized and trees trimmed. Tte grounds are beginning
t.o look much better since the original plantings hf:Ve sev6rel yeers 1 growth
on them.

******

ROCK CREEK AND BENKELMAN

310-58
Game Fish Produced and Stocked

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • t!I.• ••

Species

228,985

Fing.

18,311

18,311
3,300
48,000
50,195
11.875
131,681

Bullhead
Crappie
Bluegill
Black Bass
Rock Bass

3,300

455
975
1,430
4,186
89,698
1,990
95,874

Brown Trout
Rainbow "
Brook
n

48,455
51,170
11,875
133,111
4,186
89,698
• l,990
95,874

Fish Salvaged and Stocked ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 45,452
Bullheads
Crappie
Catfish

40,000
40,000

4,925
527
5,452

4,925

527
40,000
45,452

Fish Transferred and Stocked ••••·····•·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Black Bass
Sunfish

2,200

2,200

4,000

~,000

6,200

6,200

6,200

TOTAL FISH STOCKED BY BENKELMAN 280,637
Production and Miscellaneous Costs:
(a)

Trout
Producing 95,874 adult@$ 292.12 Per M. •••••••••••
Stocking 95,874 adult@$ 11.98 Per M. •••••••••••

$ 28,006.24
1,148.78

Trout eggs and fry to be stocked in 1955:
Cost to January 1, 1954 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(Note: More eggs are to be taken in January to
be added to this lot.)

l,184.03

(b) Warmwater
Producing 184,763 fing. & adult~$ 38.83 Per M. ••••
Stocking 184,763 fing. & adult @ $ 8.50 Per M. ••••

7,175.51

(c)

4,812.18

Improvements and Equipment ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

157.13

1953 Willys Jeep •••••••••••• $ 1,911.58
1953 International Truck •••• 1,969.00
Mower •••••••••••• , ••••••••••
Fish Tank•••••••••••••••••••
Automatic Fish Feeder ••••••••
Time clock ••••••••••••••••••

345.00

458.00
106.00
22.00
$ 4,812.18

The Rock Creek hatchery had some bad luck during the year. For the first
time in the history of the hatchery one of our ponds became infected with
parasites which resulted in a big loss of troute '!he extremely w~rm and dry
summer season caused a low oxygen content in this pond which :mnde things
ideal for this parasite. With the help of the Fishery Research crew the pond
was drained and all fish removed and treated which stopped the loss. This
will result in less adult trout to be stocked in the spring of 1954 and make
tho cost higher per fish stocked.

Rock Creek-Benkelman (Cont'd.)
Other than this trouble the hctchery had a successful year. There
has been no attempt to increase trout production at this hatchery due to
the high cost of producing this species to adult size. Trout stocking
in Nebraska is mostly a program of put and take as our streams are not
suit~ble for natural reproduction.
Certain streams have been selected for
trout stocking and production of trout held to about the numbers needed
for those streams.
Continual experiment work is being done ct this stntion to try and
reduce the cost of producing trout.
An automatic trout fry feeder worked out by Mr. Weiss saves considerable
labor and food during the time the fry are in the feeding troughs. This
feeder was not completed this yeor in time to get much use from it before
the trout were moved out to rearing ponds, but should show a saving next yerrr.

A temporc.ry 4" pipe line was lo.id to the hatchery to cnrry surfece
water to the hatching troughs in order to lower the wcter temperature during
the hatching period. This hos slowed up the time period on hatching eggs
and resulted in better and stronger fry.
other improvements ct the h~tchery consisted of repairing and decorating
the tenant houses. Kitchen cebinets were repaired and two new cabinets
installed. One room was replnstered, linoleum on kitchen floors replaced,
and necessary painting was done on the hatchery buildings,
The outlet pipe and dnm wos repaired on Pond # 5, and the spring house
on Pond # 5 was repaired and some new pipe inst~lled in the water line to
the hatch house.
All hatching troughs were clecned and repainted.
A new two-ton truck was purchased to repluce the one-ton pickup and
the men are now in the process of constructing a new fish tonk for this truck.
This work and other repair work is done during the winter time by our own men.

* *****
VALENTINE FISH HATCHERY
310-55
GAME FISH PRODUCED AND STOCKED ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Species

ID:.

Crappie
Bass
Bluegill
Bullhecd

Fing.

Adult

Total

13,949
63,282
26,773
3j6
104,340

200
1,300
JOO
200
2,000

14,149
64,582
27,073

262,698

~.26

106,340

(Given to Gretna)
Bass
Bluegill
Crappie
Bullhend
Brown Trout

4,000
5,500
1,000
100
10,600
145,240

218

145,240

115,158

300

300

4,300
5,500
1,000
100
10,900
145,458

2,300

262,698

FISH TRANSFERRED AND STOCKED•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bullhead
Crappie
Boss

5,400
10,000

5,400
10,000

240

240

15,640

15,640

15,640

Valentine (Cont'd.)
FISH STCC KED FOR CRA1JFORD FEDERAL HA TCHffiY •••••••••••••••••••••••
1

Species
Brown Trout
fu:inbow Trout
Brook Trout
Bass
Bluegill

32,400
49,908
15,006
9?,.314

~

Totc.1

10,650
17,.350

43,050
67,258
121006
125,314

28,000

72,440
248,000
320,440

445,754

72,440
2fr.81000
320,440

TGrAL FISH STCCKED BY VALENTINE

713,192
TarAL FISH HANDLED BY VALENTINE 724,092

Production and Miscellaneous Costs:
(o)

TROur
Producing 145,458 fing. & adult @ $ 3.92 per M. • ••••
Stocking 145,458 fing. & odult @ $ 9.54 Per M. • ••••

(b)

1,.389.37

WARMWATER

Producing 117,240 fing. & adult @ $ 23.52 Per M. • •••
Stocking 106,340 fing. & adult@$ 11.74 Per M. • •••

(c)

$ 571 • .35

2,758.06
1,249.01

STOCKED FOR CRA1dJi'ORD HATCHERY

Stocking 445,754 fing. & cdult@

~

22.21 Per M. •••••

990.22

TRANSFER OF FISH
Tronsferring 15,640 fing. & adult@$ 20.46 per M•••

3,200.81

(e)

PICNIC GROUNDS AND AQUARIUM•••••••••••••••••••••••••

2,180.80

(f)

IMPROVEMENTS AND EQUIPMENT ......................... .
.3 Hot water hecters, plus inst2llntion •••• 402.51
18 1 of new sidewulk •••••••••••••••••••••• 67.00
Two new stools in rest rocms ••••••••••••. 176.66
Refinish floors, remodel kitchen •• , ••••••• 178.11
New burner in furnace, plus installation. 553.00
New sink, plus installation •••••••••••••• 113.25
300 1 of pipe for circulcr races •••••••••• 960.00
Rewiring nll buildings nt hatchery ••••••• 1350.00
Inlaid linoleum in kitchen ••••••••••••••• 122.23
54.95
Redecorate ecst tennnt house.............
Overhaul furnace ecst tenant house.......
66.46
Window shcdes--tennnt houses.............
23.10
25.75
Connect henter in office.................
$ 4,093.02

4,093.02

(d)

Valentine Hatchery (Cont 1d.)
The Vclentine station had an average yenr. The new pond built by the
Construction Crew wos put into use end produced ~ very good crop of bass
fingerlings which were larger in size than f~om the older ponds.
At this stction about half the ponds are held over without drcining in
the fell so we will have a supply of warmwater fish in the spring. This cuts
down on numbers produced as there is some loss through the winter. However,
the fish are generally larger and in better shape for stocking. We plan to
cut down on the number of ponds held over end try getting larger fish for
spring stocking from the lakes on the Federcl Wildlife Refuge thnt are overpopulated and not open to fishing.
The present manager of the Refuge, Mr. George Wiseman, is very cooperetive in letting the Stete take out fish for stocking other wcters.
Mnny improvements were mnde on the hatchery this year that have been
long past due. Three electric hot water heaters were purchcsed and instclled.
One tencnt residence wns b~dly run down, and the floors were sanded and refinished, cabinets and a new sink installed in the kitchen, and all rooms
decorated. Inlaid linoleum wos laid in the kitchen and in the hell and batrLroom of the superintendent's house.
New furnnce grates were installed in the e&st tenant house end the coal
furnace completely clecned and re-cemented.

A new automatic oil burner wos installed in the furnace of the suporintendent 1s house.
New window shades were purchased for two residences.
After on inspection by Mr. Baker of the wiring at the hatchery, it was
found to be in extremely bod condition and very df; ngerous. Complete rewiring was authorized and completed of all buildings. The Power company also
cdded another transformer and ran new lines to the area for better
distribution.
The inspection of wiring on all department property should be one of
the musts for the coming year. All of the fish hatcheries and seining crew
headquarters have been inspected by Mr. Baker and all but the one ct the
Benkelman sub-station completed.

300 feet of 1211 steel wter mnin was purchased to replace the old 12"
concrete line put in by W.P.A. to supply water to the circular ponds. The
work will be done by the Construction Crew and will be completed by the
middle of January, 1954. The old line was broken in numerous places and
constantly caused trouble.
Two new stools were instclled in the public rest rooms, and 18 feet of
sidewalk laid.

80 1 of 10" steel pipe was laid in the water supply line to the ponds
to replace the old wooden stove pipe that hnd gone bad. Several breaks in
the dams were repaired by some of our own men and one large break fixed by
the Construction Crew.
Work was started on building a new fish tenk, but will not be completed
until early in 1954.

*** ***

FISHERIES RESEARCH DIVISION
310-52

Research, aside from field work, includes routine work in the office
consisting of answering many letters of interested people, giving informc.tion over the telephone ond counselling collers at the office. It
includes keeping records of all activities to be utilized in long-range
pl~nning and in orgcnizing the information to be available for management
improvement and for use for future workers. Research also includes
laboratory work. This consists of the study of growth-rates of fishes by
determining their ages from the scales, analyzing stomnch contents of
fishes to determine the food organisms ond to better understand the foodchains in the different bodies of water and the determination or identification of fishes end other orgcnisms, or parts thereof, etc. Laboratory
nnd office work is continuous and hes been token care of in varying amounts
of time during every month of the ycor. Field work is indicated below,
month by month.
JANUARY Directions were given to a hatchery crew for making and
placing crappie beds in Johnson lake and the work lntor inspected and errors
caused to be corrected. Biological observations were mo.de at Luke Vrl.natnre
and fish samples obtained for lab studies. Habitat exnminctions were made
ct Midway, MJ.loney, Johnson and Mcconaughy lakes. At Benkelman, McCook and
North Platte, minnow declers were interviewed when it was learned that they
all had good stocks on hand from fnll seining for spring use. The annual
renovation of the field~laboratory truck was accomplished.
FEBRUARY The Omnha Wildlife club was effectively helped in making nnd
placing of crappie beds at the south end of the east arm of Carter lake. At
Stromsburg advice wcs given regcrding improvement of a fishpond; a long
evening was spent with the sportsmen at Broken Bow in a formal lecture and
informal discussions. Rotenoning problems were talked over with the people
nt the Wallcce Ranch nt Burwell. Observational trips were made to Seining
crew at Hackberry lake and to the Vnlentine hatchery, thence to McConcughy
lake iNhich was not yet frozen, to Maloney lake which also was not frozen
over. .An examination was made of Peckham Drainage ditch and observed nice
trout. A formal talk was given at Creighton University in Omnh~. Worked
some with the Seining Crew at Cryst~l lake to obtain fish samples for study.
MARCH Some f nrm ponds were examined. At the North Platte hatchery
1000 catfish were tagged and then released into the North ond Middle Loup
rivers. While at North Plntte, Lnke McConaughy was exc:-JD.ined and it still
was not frozen. The sandpits of the Minden Wildlife Club were examined and
their leading members advised regarding improvement of the pits.
APRIL Weekly and semi-weekly census of Corter lc.ke was begun. A talk
was given to sportsmen at Wellfleet. Conferred with people at Schuyler and
went to the Volentine area, then to Hyannis and south to Ogallala for
severol dcys' work on Luke Mcconaughy. The lake water was of a very green
color due to enormous quantities of plant plankton, which in turn was due to
the fact that the lake did not freeze during the winter. Ogallala, Moloney
and Johnson lakes were also exnmined.

Mb! Farm ponds were excmined. The census of fish catch at Certer lake
was continued. Injured catfish, reported in nlcrming numbers, turned out to
be injured by lcmprey. Despite some seining efforts, no lampreys coUld be
obt&ined end it still remains an open question whether the cvtfish were
lamprey-infested while still in the Missouri river, or whether the lrunpreys
had actually come up the Blue river into Turkey creek. A formal nnd informal
tclk was given to the Ike's nt Sioux City, Iowa. At South Sioux City
conferred \dth local people regcrding Crystcl lcke. At Gretna picked up mud
puppies and participated in TV show at Omaha. Over Decoration Day holiday
conducted extensive creel census nt Mcconaughy lclce, helped by Warden Ulrich
end pnrt-time employee.· Allan Linder.
~ Creel census at Carter lake was continued.
A·oetfish kill in the
Blue river was investigated. A creel census was mode at the opening day at

Fishery Resenrch (Cont'd.)
Memphis lake. The senior biologist spent practically the whole month in the
western port of the state. Several weekend creel censuses were mnde in Lnke
Mcconaughy as well as several days' investigations of the water and its
plankton. 1£,kes Minatare, Whitney, Kimbnll were also exrmined limnologically.
A reported fish kill in the West Kimball lnke wps investigcted \.Jhere a smnll
kill was caused in part by spraying from the air. At North Platte investigated the causes of a fish kill in the hatchery ponds. For three days clso
participated in the 4-H crunp at Chadron.

l!&I A talk was given to .4r-H club ct Peru. A limnological examination
of the major Platte Vclley reservoirs was ogain mode. Also n creel census
on Mcconaughy lD.ke. Conferred with the Park Board in Omaha regarding required
depth of dredging in Corter lake. This was followed by a dny of investigatien
on the lake to this end.
A ill UST Started plant killing experiment in Verdon luke with several
after-exumiru:i.tions. Worked 'With Iowa fisheries resecrch crew during their
excmination of Carter lake. Spent several days at different intervals at
Rock Creek hatchery when a gill parasite epidemic broke out. T\.JO more creel
censuses were mode on Loke McConough:y ns well os a limnological check. A
siltnt:L•n exruninotion ws m.nde at Grove lake. At Burwell the final orrcngements were mode for the rotenoning of Horseshoe lnke.

SEPTEMBER Further eX£~minotions were mode on Verdon lake. Limnological
exruninntions with some test seining were mcde on the reservoirs of the
Republican valley. Conducted c. one-day farm pond school at Ord. The big job
of the yecr, however, was the rotenoning of Horseshoe luke off the Calamus
river. It was o heavy job, but it gave us for the first time good information on the structure of a more or less natural populution of fish. This
lake contained about 90% rough fish. Pibel lnke was ulso rotenoned for o
cleanout of all rough fish. Atkinson, Hull ond Ericson lakes were examined
and several other streams in that creo. A stop was also ID£l.de at Schuyler.
OCTOBER A week was spent in the Valentine area with o Federal biologist
to study fishing conditions of the Sncke river with regnrd to the proposed
Merritt dam locction. Several of the lclces in thct uren were also exmnined.
A flight was nmde over Bnllards Marsh to obtain pictures of the mcrsh in an
attempt to ascertain the extent of the necr-worthless reed. A somewhat
detailed examination with mnpping was also mnde of Grove lake. A fish kill
at Louisville was investigated ~ere it was found the dead fish were recently
snlvi.ged ones.
NOVEMBER Limnologicnl checks were made on Qgallal& and McConuughy l&kes.
Some survey work 'WUS done on Ouk Creek near Raymond.
DECEMBER Helped out one dcy at the Gretna Hatchery stripping trout.
Attended the Chiccgo Wildlife Conference where recent work done in Nebraska
found considerable interest.

By:

* Bernie
195J.

Walter Kiener
Elmer Corlson
Bernie Leman *

Lemon began work with the Fisheries Resecrch Division in September,

FISH STOCKIID RECORDS

1945-1953
1945

...................................................................
breakdown on sime

2,702,872

N~

576,856 Trout
2,126,016 Warmwater

1946

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . # • • • • • • • • • • • • •

2,118,811 Fry
~, 839, 110 Fing.
351,467 Adult
1947

................................................................
1,097,916 Fry
285,952 Trout
1,775,367 Fing.
301,679 Adult

1948

5,309,388

396,572·Trout
4, 912, 816 Wermwc.ter·

3,174,962

2,889,010 Warmwnter

..................
·-· •·• ..........................................
.
366,974
405,709· Trout

2,045,276

Fry

1,124,244 Fing.
554,058 Adult

1,639,567. Warnrwater

1949 ....................................................................... ~ •••

951,424 Fry
~,950,274 Fing.
273,759 Adult
1950

······················~·····~·~···························~···

64,000 Fry
1,587,990 Fing.
437,996 Adult

1951

e • e • • • • • • a • e a • e • • e

17,457 Fry
1,239,324 Fing.
465,733 Adult

4,1·75,457

332,346 Trout
3,843,111 .Warmwnter

2,089,986

297-,995 Trout

1,791,991 Warmwater

t~.-··

e e • e a • • • • .. • • e e • • • a •

I>

e • e

·Cl A•··• • · • •

e e.t • • • • e e • e

1., 722, 514

351,027· Trout
1, 371, 487 Warmwut.m."

1952 _.......................- .......................... ·-· .......................... .
ll8,178 Fry
578-, 384 ..Tl?f'i ut
2,178,270 Fin~.
2,596,835 Warmwuter

3,175,219

_1953.-~ ... , •• ~ ........... ··-·~ ............................. ~ •·. ~ •••••..•• ·-·--··.
J 4. r; :; .?/.0 F:cy
372 !I 696 1J\~~l)±,

3,4.13~298.

878, 771 AO.cc:i.t

2:;; /.>'.~ ·.c·~-2 Ii.:: ng.
;J ;<.,! ;:· )~1_6 .Adult

~, 040 .. 602

\. J'll·mwr.:. ter

MEMORANDUM
TO

Paul T. Gilbert, :executive Secretary, Game, Forestation and
Parks Commission

SUBJECT:

Annual Report, 1953, Land Management Division
IN'IRODUC TI ON

The Land Management Division is charged with the operation and maintenance
of most lands owned or operated by the Commission. These lands can be divided
into State Parks, State Recreation Grounds, Public Hunting Grounds, Refuges and
deer habitat areas. The total of these areas is something in excess of 30,000
acres set aside for the outdoor recreation of the people of Nebraska.
To administer these areas, the division is divided into three management
units: Administration, State Parks and Field Crews. The field crews are further sub-divided into four districts: District I comprising the Panhandle and
north central Snndhills; District II, the southwestern quarter of the state
including the Bureau Reservoirs; District III, the eastern Sandhills, central
and south central counties; District IV, the eastern counties.
The table of organization provides for two persons in administration, fif ~
teen on the field crews and twelve in the State parks. These are permanent personnel, provision is also made for a limited amount of temporary labor during the
peak load seasons.
DIVISION ACTIVITIES
Administration
The Administration section is manned by a Supervisor and a clerk-stenographer
ordinarily. Recently, by way of experiment, the supervisors of this division and
the Enforcement division have shared a clerk-stenographer. In addition to direct
supervision of field personnel the section furnishes reports, maintains financial
records, administers leases and answers inquiries from the public.
The Supervisor engages in seasonal law enforcement activities, makes public
appearance as required, writes articles for departmental publications and such
other cooperative enterprises with divisional heads as may be necessary or desirable in executing the mission of the Department.
Samples of routine administrative activities of this division during the past
year are the mailing of approximately 2000 p:'.eces of mail, mostly first class, submission of twelve monthly reports, a number of special memorandums and reports, and
operation memorandums to ~ersonnel.
Special reports are primarily submitted to the Executive Secretary and
occasionally the Commission, these usually pertain to a specific subject or area.
The F'ort Robinson report, for instance, was compiled by this section from the
individual supervisors' reports.
Operational mew~randums are sent periodically to the various section heads
and cover a variety of subjects from fire control to painting latrine interiors.
These memos are intended primarily to simplify and unify proper procedures throughout the division.
The Supervisor visited all of the State Parks several times, and in addition,
visited many of the State Recreation grounds, some of them several times. All
division field persorL~el were contacted.
The Supervisor spent an average of eleven days per month in the field on
various activities, attended staff meetings at the rate of one per week when held,
and attended all Commission meetings. In addition, the Supervisor attended· a number of scheduled meetings with various Stat~ and Federal agencies concerned in
activities of the division.
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DIVISION ACTIVITIES

Field Crews
CREW NO. 1
FOREMAN: Lem Hewitt
HEADQUARTERS~
Gering, Nebraska

This area previously functioned as the "west end" cr~1rr under the old management plan. In setting up the district system, this c~w was relieved of duties
at Otter Creek, Champion and RC'ck Creek Recrea.tion gr~unds which eliminated considerable travel. This crew, in addition to work on- the various land areas, is
responsible for the maintenance and management ·of the Wild cat Hills Big Game
Refuge~

Wild Cat Hills Recreation Area
The shelter house was re-shingled with compo.si tion shingles and a new water
hydrant installed. The 10,000 gallon capacity reservoir was pumped full four times
during the summer. The roads were bladed and -crowned by the state maintainer, and
were dragged and leveled several times by the crew. Picnic tables lvere repaired,
new trash cans installed and new fire prevention signs erected. The massive gates
at the entry were replaced due to deterioration.
Wild Cat Hills Big Game RefUg~

Approx.Dmtely L.o acres of new· pa~tur~ was high fenc•d using.357 new ten foot
creosoted posts. The south portion of the old boundary fence was moved and
installed in the additional pasture. Six.ty rods of new woven wire was-.also usf'd
in. the new·addition fence.
All of·-t.he old. fence was patrolled and repaired -where necessary. Three hundred and forty-four new ten-foot creosoted posts were used as replacements. Fcur
ten-foot gates were out to sevP.n feet and four three-foot gates made from the
salvage for use. at other points.
Five buffalo ·and one elk bull were butchered to cut the herd to range- capacfty.
The present herd of twenty head of buffalo consists of two adult bulls, eight adult
cows, four two-year old cows and six bull calves. The elk herd cf ten head consists of two bulls, six cows .and two calves.
Pine Ridge D_eer Ha bi tat Areas
The fence was patrolled and- repaired whero neces~ary and the auto gate was
cleaned out severaI times. The fire guard on the Peters~n area was plowed.
Walgren Lake Recreation Grounds
The shelter house roof was treated with preservative. The picnic tables were
painted and repaired, roads dragged, weeds and grass mowed four times and the
toilets painted and repaired.
3mith Lake
The weeds and grass were mowed, roads hayed, area sign moved to entrance on
new highway and repaired and auto. gates cleaned. Seventy-six tons of hay was harvested by cropping contract (50% in the stack), the State ~hare was baled and
hauled to the Refuge for winter feeding the elk and buffal~. This hay was delivered
to the Refuge at a savings of $12.01 per ton less than what it would have been
necessary to pay for similar hay at Gering.

Shell Lake Recreation Grounds
Auto gates were cleaned, the i'-enc.e around the ·spillway

repaired and the

·weE.ds and grass mowed.

'Jottomrood Lake Recreation Grounds
Weeds and grass mowed four times. Latrines, picnic tables and signs repaired
and ref,tainte<l. New trash c:ins werB installed •

...;2-

Ballards Marsh (Camping Area)
Area mowed four times, fire prevention and directional signs installed.
tables painted and repaired and two dual unit fire places installed.

Picnic

Schlag el Creek Area
Two miles of impassable road hayed and two impassable bridges repaired..
repaired cattle-tight.

Fence

Long Lake Recreation Grounds
Picnic tables painted and installed, auto gates cleaned, one new one installed.
Mowed area four times, fences repaired and trash dump established.
CREW NO. 2

SUPERINTENDENT
HEADQUARTERS
SUB-HFADQUARTET'S:

Ed Cassell
McCook, Nebraska
North Fla tte

Rcservo ir Area
Tree stock made a good growth this y8ar in spite of t1t1D extremely dry growing
seasons. Trees and shrubs in the public use areas were irr~gated twelve times
at Enders and three times at Medicine Creek.
Six of the tree areas were seeded to brome grass in the rows
in weed suppression as well as to provide game cover.

as

an experiment

Six thousand cedars were planted as replacement stock and 4000 ash, elm, rllim,
sandch8rTY and locust furnished by the U.S.B.R. was planted as replacen~nt.
Five miles 0f fence was salvaged. The good material was used and detcricrated
posts were converted to fire wo~d for the public use areas. The public use areas
were mriwert as necessary.
0n0 thousand acres of grassland was fenced and put under controlled grazing.
One mile of terrace was bull t, and 60 acres of alfalfa and 120 acres of clnver was
sown. Tlms~ seedings were erm.servation measures and will serve as game bird cover
and nesting area as well.

One mile cf new road was constructed to the new private cabin are~ at.E~ders
and 22 new lots were staked. A four-inch pump and 200 feet of four-inch line was
added to the irrigation system of ~~e ~ublic use are~ at Enders. These latter were
salvaged materi.~ls.
Signs, parking guards, trash cans and posts were paint~d at Enders. Two new
were installed at the Church Grove camping and fishing access area. Fire
control and prevention signs were constructed, painted and installed at both
Medicine Cr~k and Enders. Three auto gates were installed on Enders fishing
accB ss roads.
~atrines

'I'rees were trimmed and dead trees removed at both reservoirs and several loads
of rock were hauled to fill washouts and check erosion around the boat ramps.
The Superintendent engaged in Law enforcement work in connection with his
other duties during appropriate seasons.
Public appearances were made by the ~3uperintendent to civic, church and spoitsment s groups at Imperial, Benkelman, Stratton, Trenton, McCook, Culbertson,
Stockville, Indianola, Cambridge, Holbrook, Arapahoe and Beatrice.
The Superintendent participated in the annual inspection trout of the reservoir
areas conducted jointly by this Department, the U. s. Bureau of Reclamation, the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the National Park Service. He also attended
a number of scheduled meetings with representatives of these various agencies.
Recreation Areas
Six rounds were made during the picnic and fishing season. The first time
around consisted mainly of cleaning up tree limbs, hauling trash, and the checking
of fences, wells and roads. During the growing season mowing was constant in all
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areas as was the cultivation, trash hauling and cleaning of latrines.
was made repairing and painting buildings, tables, posts and signs.
The old wave breakers were removed and replaced at Rock Creek.
Hayes Center was salvaged.

One round
The barn at

Refuge signs were replaced with puhlic hunting signs at Sacramento prior to
the open seasons. 50 four-foot pines were balled and replanted at Johnson Lake
and the two reservoir areas. Hay cropping contracts were administered at Johnson
Lake and 1'1Jellfleet, the State share of the hay going to Wild Cat Hills.
Vandalism again caused extra
extensive than last year.

~urk

on all areas, but appears to be notably less

CHEW NO. 3

FOREMAN: Dallas Johnson
HEADQUARTE.i."qS: Grand Island, Nebraska
This crew was established in May as a part of the new district maintenance
system.
Inasmuch as many of the areas in this district had not been given more than
cursory inspection and maintenance under the previous system, much time was spent
going over the areas and getting them in presentable condition.
Clean-up and mowing operations were conducted at recreation grounds at Pawnee
Lake, Crystal Lake, Hord Lake_, Cottonrrd.11 Lake, Ravenna Lake, Litchfield, Bowman
Lake, Pibel Lake, Goose Lake, Atkinson lake, Hull Lake, Arnold Lake and Pressey.
A stock water dam was constructed by contract at Pressey and the crew built
a division fence in the 900-acre Pressey range. Both of these items were done in
accordar:ce with the S.C.S. plan for Pressey.
Haying operations were supervised and completed at Goose, Arnold and Bowm~n
Lakes and at Pressey. The foreman administered the contracts, measured the hay
and arranged sale of surplus.
In addition to these and other routine duties, the crew has handled special
details on a number of occasions. The Niobrara River Refuge was re-posted according to changes necessitated by Legislature. Property was evalua.ted on one school
land area, the lease on which was permitted to expire by the Commission. An emergency run was made from Central City to Scottsbluff to assist the Game Division
whose truck hauling pheasants for release went out of commission.
CRE'W NO. 4
FOREMAN
HEADQUARTERS :

Merl JC"hnson
Fremont, Nebraska

This is the second crew established in the district maintenance plan. It is
responsible for the most heavily used areas in the state: Louisville and Fremont.
Grove Lake will al so fall under the supervision of this crew as will the G:wins
Point area.
Memphis Lake Recreation Grounds
Memphis Lake facilities were completely renovated for the re-opening and
required considerable v.:o rk. Five new tables were added, and the old ones reconditioned. Latrines 1.v-ere painted inside and out. One well was repaired and a new
one put down.
Several fireplaces were built, trees trimmed and removed as necessary. About
five acres of lakeshore denuded by lake deepening operations was seeded to r;ye
grass. The inlet canal was cleaned of trash and vegetation. The grounds were
mowed and policed periodically.
A concession was let for the area making available boats, baits and refreshments. An a ttrac ti ve concession building was built by the concessionaire who also
is responsible for general clean-up and maintenance.
Louisville Recreation Grounds
This area is probably the second heaviest used recreation ground in the state
exceeded only by the Fremont area. The major development at Louisville in the
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past year was the complete rebuilding

a~d

gravel surfacing of the road system.

The area was completely cleaned up, several loads of cans, bottles and other
trash were hauled from the area. The tables and latrines were repaired and repainted. Two wells were repaired and put in working order. Mowing and clean-up
was accomplished as necessary. The contract of the previous concessionaire was
terminated for cause and a new one issued to a better prospect.
Alex~ndria

Recreation Grounds

Toilets were painted and repaired, the area was mowed and cleaned up as
necessary.
Blue River Recreation Grounds
A well which was out of order due to vandalism was repaired and the area mowed
and cleaned up as necessary.

Crystal Lake (Dakota County)
This area was given only minimum attention due to the flood damage suffered
in 1952. The school land lease on which this area was located expired in
December, 1953., and by Commission order was net renewed. Tables and fireplace
units have been removed.
Fremont Recreation Grounds
The major roads in this area were graded and gravel surf.2.ced by contract.
Tables and latrines were repaired and painted and the area was well J11.aintained all
year. Several vandalism cases have been made at both this area and tho Louisville
area in the past two years by the Enforcement division. We believe tho drop in
vandalism is attributable to such cases to a considerable degree.
Verdon Lake Recreation Grounds
The entrance road and parking area was graded and surfaced with crushed rock.
The Richardson County Engineer kindly made available road equipment for this job
at no charge and the rock was hauled by the Construe tion and Engineering division.
up.

The latrines were painted and tree damage resulting from a storm was cleaned
The area was rr.owed and policed as necessary.

Dead Timber Recreation Grounds
out.

Picnic tables and latrines wore repaired, the latter being painted inside and
The area was mowed and cleaned up as necessary throughout the summer.

According to the foreman, Dead Timber is the third heaviest used area in the
eastern part of the state, preceeded only by Fremont and Louisville in that order.
DIVISION RECORDS
This section of the report .is devoted to miscellaneous records that indicate
division activities. In order to conserve space only generalities are dealt with.
Detailed records are available at the Lincoln office of the Commission.
Survey
In order to secure some factual information regarding whether or not permit
buyers are the primary users of the Sta tE Recreation grounds ·hrhich are supported
from fish and game funds, a survey of this matter was undertaken during the summer
of 1953.
Mimeographed sheets wore distributed to the conservation officers and selected
personnel of the Land Management division. The men were instmcted to complete the
sheets in conjunction with their routine duties, to make the checks on different
days of the week and at different times during the summer, and when checking to
survey all parties they were able to contact regardless of how obvious the intent
of their visit appeared to be.
The survey was conducted over a period of four months on 17 different areas
at widely separated points in the State. Two hundred and sixteen parties were
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contacted comprising 784 people. l!Jhile the survey was limited in scope, we are
inclined to accept the results as representative for four reasons: (1) The survey was conducted by a number of individuals, not one or two, which precludes
biased reporting; (2) The survey was taken over a period of four months which
would probably circumvent any general, unified, public activity; (3) The survey
was conducted on all different types of State Recreation grounds in all general
areas of the Sta to; (h) The results were overwhelmingly one-sided.
The data sheet was carefully composed so as to result in a maximum of data
from nine basic questions. Some queries were on a group basis, others on individual~
Groups or parties refer to car loads generally.
Results of the survey were as follows:
(Note: SRG is used in place of State Recreation grounds)
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

Total areas surveyed: 17
Total number of groups surveyed: 216
Total number of groups givin~ various primary reasons for
visiting the SRG on which they were surveyed: To fish 127;
to picnic 28; both 51; other 10.
Distance average party drove to reach SRG: 47037 miles.
Average number of times per year the group visited the same
or a similar SRG for the primary purpose previously stated~ 9
Total persons surveyed: 784
Average number persons per group: h.h
Total fishing, hunting or combination permits held by groups
surveyed: 510
Average number of such permits in each group: 2.36
Total persons in survey under 16 years of age: 301
Average per group of persons under 16 years of age: 1.3

Only 17% of those surveyed gave their primary reason for visiting the area
as picnicking or some other activity. Fifty-nine percent gave fishing as their
primary re~son and another 24% combined a picnic with their fishing activities.
About 75% of the people surveyed held a valid fish, hunt or combination permit.
INCOME

(a)

Miscellaneous

48.16
Arnold Lake--Hay crop, contract •••••••••• , •••••• $
Ballards Marsh---Orazing •••••••••••••••••••••••••
1,223.91
50.00
Cottonwood Lake--Concession ••···········••••••••
76.0h
Dead T:imber--Agriculture permit•••••••••••••••••
Fremont Lakes--Concession permit ••••••••••••••••
50.00
Gilbert-Baker--Hay crop contract ••••••••••••••••
274.05
Louisville Lakes--Concession permit •••••••••••••
25.oo
Memphis Lake--Concession permit •••••••••••••••••
16.64
1~000.00
Otter Creek--Concession ponnit ••••••••••••••••••
Peterson Deer Area--Hay crop contract •••••••••••
· 29.hO
1,401..80
Pressey--Agriculture permit•••••••••••••······••
1,383.98
Plattsmouth--Agriculture permit•••••••••••••••••
Sacra.mento--Agriculture permit ••••••••••••••••••
7,299.38
25.00
Shell Lake--Grazing permits•••••••••••••••••••••
·200.00
Smith Lake--Hay crop contract •••••••••••••••••••
TOTAL ••••••~•••••• $13,103 •.36
(b)

Medicine Creek and Enders Reservoir Areas
Concessions ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ ·500.00
Grazing permit ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••
4,001.00
Agricultural permits •• ; ••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 10,121.44
oo.oo
Organized camp leases ··•••••••••••••••••••••••••
471.77
Private cabin leases ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TOTAL ••••••••••••• $1$,100.21
rJfISCELLANEOUS ••••• $13 :,103 .36
RESERVOIR ••••••••• 15:100,21
$28 203.51
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EXPENDITURES
Crews and Areas (State Parks Excluded)
Salaries ••.•••••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Opera ting Expense •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••
Supplies ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Maintenance and Repairs •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Properties and Improvements •••••••••••••••••••••
TOTAL •••••••••••••
Income is

44%

$32,396.53
12,987.88
982.05
9,348.18
8,296.45
$64,011.04

plus of expenditures, this compares favora'hly in percentage with

1952 when income was 45% of expcndi tures) al though both income and expenditures
were higher that year.
REMART\S

This year is the first that the new district maintenance system has been in
effect, and in actuality all districts did not operate the full year as two crews
did not become effective until May.
Even in view of this latter, results have been very gratifying both in the
job accomplished and funds expended. Major benefits have been as follows:

(1) Crews have been able to sot up plans of operation so as to concentrate
effort on the more heavily usod areas within each district.
Due to their general central location and filing of worl( plans a week in
advance, crews have been readily available in cases of emergency.

(2)

(3) Due to less t:Lme aw-a-·r from their hGadquarters overnight, oxpenses have
been reduced extensively.
(4) We have been able to secure and retain the services of settled, rr.arried
men, where we previously had to roly upon young single men, resulting in a large
turnover due to the draft and other causes.
The monthly expense accounts of twm ty men on the field crew in 1952 were
averaged. All of these men were on perm'-mcnt employment status, but several worked
only for short periods and were terminated for various reasons, mostly to enter
the r.1ili tary services.
The average monthly expense account of these fl1en was ~69.20. This figure
covers board, room and miscellaneous items such as srr.all repair parts, small tools,
etc.
The expenses
district plan was
was $43.25. This
monthly expenses J
basis.

of the thirteen men who worked on the c rcws in 1953, after thE:
put :into effec.:t, were averaged and the avorage monthly expense
constitutes a reduction of $25.95 in tho average crew members
and represents an annual savings exceeding $4,000 on a 13-man

Before this plan was put into effect, it was assumed that pc rsonal expenses
would decrease substantially but that vehicle e)..'}>enscs would probably increase due
to the crew returning to headquarters much more frequently. One vehicle, a
passenger car, was cli1nina ted under the new plan J and vehicle opera ting expenses
rose from $8_,337 .87 in 1952 to $8,823.56 in 1953. This is a difference of $485.69
and appears favorable in view of the fact that most of the vehicles were older in
1953 and theoretically should have cost more to operate.
Total field crew expenses in 19 52 were !;;)89, 106 .19. This incl udos salaries,
operating expenses, supplies, mnintenance and repair, and properties and improvement. The same expenses in 1953 were $64,0ll.09, a reduction of ~25,095.10.
It should be pointed out that two 2-ton tru~ks were replaced in 19.52, however,
and only one pick-up in 1953. Taking this into consideration it is still evident
that the district plan of maintenance is much ir.o re economical than the former procedure.
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DIVISION ACTIVITIES
State

Parks

Nebraska State Parks are operated on appropriated funds and cash income from
the various parks, therefore, separate records are maintained by the accounting
departments and within the Division.
A.

ARBOR LODGE STA TE PARK
SUPERINTENDENT: Grant McNcel
LOCATION
Nebraska City
Mission:
Preservation, maintenance and display of the fonncr homo of J. Sterling
Morton family, and care of the grounds on which are growing a large variety
of troes, shrubs and flowers.
Summary of Activities:
Major Activi ties by months:
January: Inspected all fire hydrants--pumpcd one 1Nhich does not drain.
Inspected fire extinguishers, weighted C02 types and recharged soda-acids.
InspectGd fire detection system, replaced defective thermostats and a few
bulbs. Installed 220 volt shop hoatcr, overhauled machinery and tools.
Removed all old ventilators in tho mansion basement and closed the cold air
ducts. Trimmed some trees.
February: Checked fire hydrants, and extinguishers, banded principal
elm trees with tree tanglefoot to control canker wonns, built six large heavy
type picnic tables, installed 220 volt linG from main line of park to the
shop, wired shop for 220 volt shop hoatcr and reversed Stable building circuits, cutting off tho old underground lino from the house. Complete trimming
of tho pine grove and other trees and shrubs. Put metal lath on openings in
basement ceilings preparatory to plastering.
March: General house cleaning of Mansion and arranging of oxhibi ts in
preparation for opening to visitors--shop work, including overhauling two
Whirlwind lawn mowers; also completed work on power sprayer and tractor after
parts arrived. Completed repairing the old Coach~an's residence, which
included a concrete basement floor, new floor linoleum tile in two rooms and
linoleum tile in one room, papering two rooms, painting four toilet booths
and revarnishing woodwork in two rooms. Also the porch was robuil t. Repaired
garage floor and widened main entrance doors. Re-roofed Old Settler• s cabin
and finished rehanging doors, building special front door screen and other
work to comply with the Fire Marshal rs rcguJ.a tions, plastered openings in
basement ceilings. Started early planting greenhouse, sawed trees, cleaned
up shrubbery, removed all stumps left in the park, installed 36rr stod culvert
in ni.ain road, removed rose winter cover, dragged roads and general clean-up
of the park.
April: Number visitors to parks estimated--2,564. Admissions to Mansion-1, 782. Arbor Day festivities held April 19th instead of 22nd_. Special tree
planting program hold. Pin Oak planted and dedicated to President Eisenhower
and a Blue Spruce dedicated to Mrs. Fisonhower. Park roads regravcloc,
repaired all brick garden walls and brick work at the Monuncnt. Painted now
picnic tables, and the newly repaired ones. Draggod roads and cleanoci a:..l
culverts and drains. Plantings--12 Pin Oaks (Memorial trees), 6 White Birch,
2 Scarlet Maples, 6 Sugar Maples, 1) Pines, 25 Juniper seedlings, 200 Pr:vct,
6 Hydrangeas,
dozen roses, 1 Colorado Dogwood, transplanted from nurs-)ry,
10 Lodgopolo Pine trees and 12 Blue Spruce seedlings. Planted in the greenhouse about 20 kinds of plants. Sprayed Pines, Spruce trees, shrubs and
gardens. Cut back about 1,000 foet of hedge in order to improve growth and
appearance.

it

May~
Estimated visitors on grounds --6, 000. 3, 511 paid admissions to thr·
house:-00 schools and special groups. Cleaning and arrangement of exhibits,
. slate roof repairs completed, ceiling repair, large chimney, stucco and concrete work and re-coating of flat decks near completion. Groonhousc--raiscd
bedding plants transferred to garde!n beds, all young trees watered as needed
and about 100 feet of hedge trimmed, clean-up work, gravel spreading and
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spraying has bocn completed.
east part done.

Mowing lavJD.s, gardens and tractor mowing of

Juno: 2,217 paid admissions to Mansion. An estimated 4,ooo visitors
enjoyed tho park. Special groups with 40 people in attendance.. Ropair work
on Lodge roof, large chimney, stucco on side walls, concrete slab and staining of stables shingles partially completed.. Picnic tables painting complete. Nine park lawn benches rebuilt, using new oak slats on iron framework and painted two coats (green). Troe trail rebuilt and graveled. Tree
spraying with Boreaux, brick drives and graveled walks sprayed with sodium
arsenitc to kill grass and weeds. Mowing lawns and gardens, watering and
regular maintenance. Roads dragged and entire park mowed, including park
fence row inside and out. 2 4 D spray mixture used for poison ivy along
roads, tree trail and entirely around outside fence.
July: 3,638 paid admissions to Mansion. Estimated total attendance
5,ooo:--spccial groups--total attendance, 83, Stable building and greenhouse
paint job eo mplctc. Mansion painting under way. Installed two floor drains
with traps in ladies' rest room floor with l~-inch pipes to sower. Culvert
railings and six guard posts built and painted with aluminum paint. Stained
guard posts arou~d the picnic area and also the picnic structures. Road
work--hauling gravel and dirt, dragging roads, sprayed brick walks and drives
to kill grass and weeds.. Trimmed all hedges. Mowing, weeding and watering
as needed was done. Entire park mm.red. Sawed some trees down, removed same
and clean cd up brush. Seven oxhibi t. cases (surplus property) from the State
Historical Society wore installed and the exhibits transferred to them. The
Nebraska City Utilities finished moving the power line from the park fence
line to a new location west of Highway 75. Painted road grader. Painted
and re-lettered the largo bulletin board; also painted and installed the new
weather ins trumc n t sh cl tor •
August: 4,020 paid admissions to the Lodge. An estimated 8,000 people
used the pa~k for picnics, tree study, sight~seeing, otc, Eight special
groups visited the park--total number, 153. The Mansion paint job was completed, which means that every building and wood structure on tho grounds was
painted during the summer. The Old Settler's Cabin door was rebuilt and the
windows screened ·with a heavy wire screen. The .exhibit inventory and card
index was finished. Much watering of lawns and young plantings was done after
dry weather set in. All hedges were trimmed again. Road dragging and hauling dirt to fill in low places was done.
September~
3,099 paid admissions to tho Lodge. An estimated 7,000 were
on the grounds. Special groups totaled 53 people. On account of tho unusually
dry conditions, it became necessary to water all of tho youne;cr trees and such
trees as Bald Cypress, Larch, Birch, Cork trees, Algerian Fir, Sugar Maple,
Mounte,in Ash, Magnolia and many others, regardless of ago or size. Road work-gonoral maintenance of picnic area, Monument square, hedges, brick walks and
drives, tree trail and gravolod walks. A lot of tree trimming of tho large
trees had to bo done and some removed.

October: 3,379 paid admission to the Mansion. An estimated 6,758 used
tho park during the month. A samplo of special groups is indica tcd by the
following group meetings during October: District 82, Cass County; Talmage
Junior class; Syracuse Conference; Nebraska City Bromie:5 and Scout troop;
Iowa Gardon Club~ Lincoln Women's Division of Chamber of Commerce; Thermon,
I owe: Women's Club; Zion Luthore.n Club; Kearney Grade Schools) Nemaha Cul turc
Club; anothor Nebraska City Brownie Troop, 6th Stroot School; Nebraska City
Grace Bible Institute; Omaha, Fremont Camera Clubs; Minden, Iowa Historical
Class; Yo11ngman School, Omaha, 7th and 8th Grades, and Meta Gardon Club,
,ql1r!r1andoah, Iowa--total 321 people.
Usual guiding of visitors through the Mansion, cleaning up after crowds
and dusting and re-arranging exhibits.
Continued removing of old broken limbs from large troos, brush clean up.
These have to bo cleaned up and
burned (tho only control method discovered so far). All garden plants such
as Goraniums, Coleus, Ferns and others to bo kept over the winter were dug
and transferred to the greenhouse or kept in the house. Bulbs dug and storc!d,
Peonies transplanted, greenhouse repaired. Considerable work was dono with
tho grader making eomo good drainaga ditches to carry the water out of swamry

A few Oaks have died with tho Oak wilt.

~rcas.
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November: 330 visitors to tho Lodge and an estimated 800 on tho grounds.
Continued tree work, road work, shop work, watering young trees (at least
soaking before winter). Painted culvert railings and guard posts at the
approaches to road culverts with aluminum paint. Dug tree holes for spring
planting. Hauled rich soil to gardens, greenhouse and other parts of the
8rounds. Put up snow fences, removed roses from walls and trellises, cut tops
of the tea roses and other ever-blooming kinds.
December: No house visitors. Estimated number on grounds, 300. Thinned
and trimmed pine grove to make room for better growth and to get the wcako:.· or
damaged trees out. Burned all brush .and limbs as a sanitary measure, whict
helps to control diseases and insect pests. Shop work on machines and tools.
Inspected fire hydrants, chocked fire fighting equipment, winterized water
outlets, dusted roses with limo-sulphur and covered thorn with pine noodles.
Had 100 yards of basement dirt hauled in by a contractor who was digging a
basement nearby. The dirt was dumped on tho road shoulders at three culverts
where the road is too narrow.
Estima tcd A ttondance:
During the year it is estimated that 40,722 people visited the park.
Income:
The income from the sale of admission tickets to the Mansion and postcards was $3,437.08.
Rxponditures:
Tho expondi turcs for tho 3roar were $25, 241. 71.
B.

CHADRON STATE PARK
SUPERINTENDENT: L. M. Snodgrass
LOCATION
Chadron, Nebraska
Mission:
Protection, preservation and display of the Pine Ridge area within tho
Operation of the private cabins, group camp, swimming pool, camp
grounds and related facilities.

park.

Summary of

Ac ti vi tics:

Now Improvements:
New chlorinator at tho swimming pool, 2, 250 feet of new primary line with
one new 15 KVA 6 transformer, 800 feet of now secondary power lino above ground,
450 feet of underground secondary line, 980 feet of 2" water main fivo feet
under ground to new cabins, picnic areas and service area, 2 new modern cabins
with 3 rooms, a screened porch and bath, also comploto w.l th now appliances,
dishes, furni turc, bedding and curt.__1.ins. Built 103 new signs and posts from
seasoned logs; these arc to bo used on tho roads and loc~tions of points of
intorost in the Park.
Chronolo~ical

Activities:

Northwestern District Bankers picnic and meeting. (Chadron) Wyoming-Nebras!rn Boy Scouts Camp meeting. (:Scottsbluff) Cub Scout Car:.p mooting.
(Rapid City, South Dakota) Sioux Oil Company picnic. (Chadron) Northwestern
Hcroford Breeders meeting. (Chadron) Consumer's Public Power. (Chadron).
Maintenance:
Changed five culverts on tho scenic drive to proper drainage locations.
Two 12.5t x 12' x 12' garbage dispos2l pits were made. Twolvo hundred yardc;
of clay was graded. The back of tho sw:iJnrning pool was filled in. Two milo~~·
of road woro graded. About eight miles of road were mBintainod duri.r..c the
season. Twenty-one thousand square feet of outside paintinr; wore co.npletcc.
on tho group camp and modern cabins. Six miles of boundary fe:1cc were rerairlA.i
and the picnicking areas wore main fained for over 65 ,OOO visitors ..
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Qporations:
Offico corrospondenco, mail handling for the camps, camp agrcanonts,
cabin reservations and general information. Rural firo truck area approxima toly 30 square milos. Major water system. Major power system. Group camp
maintenance and cabin maintenance. Laundry complete. Sixteen automatic
hot-water hoators, 10 gas ranges, 9 refrigerators, 1 walk-in cooler and 232
sleeping units of the cabins and group camp. Bath house, boat renting,
swimming pool, store and cafc.
Estirnc tcd Attcndance:
Tho estimated attendance for tho year was 65,070.
Income:
Receipts from cabins, group camp, boats, swimming pool, etc., amounted
to ~~7, 291. 71 during

1953.

Expenditures:
Tho total of all oxpcndi tures for the year was $46,12h.99.
C.

NIOBRARA STATE PARK
Paul MGycr
LCCATION
Niobrara, Nebraska

SUPERINTENDENT~

Mission:
Operation and maintenance of rental cabins, group camp, picnic area and
related activities.
Summary of Ac ti vi tics:
In addition to routine activities of operation of the parkts facilities
a number of major changes and improvements in operation have been made during
tho past year and some new facilities havo been added.
Major new facilities aro: two new modern rental cabins comploto with
water, sewage and electrical installations; a new deer pen consisting of
about 6 acres and enclosing a small lake. Native deer and wild geese are
displayed in the pen; a new pedestrian bridge was constructed across the
lagoon; a now road was built into the north and picnic area. Tablas, toilets
and a woll were installed in tho area; 24 new picnic tables and 15 benches
were constructed by park personnel; a grease rack was built in tho service
area.
Major rcnair and maintenance items woro: trimming of trees; repair and
gravel surfacing of major roads; old pheasant pens wore salvaged; ball diamond
moved from cabin area to the a.rec?. pens formerly occupied; the barn was cut
down, remodeled and work initiated to convert it into a laundry; the tractor
shod was rroved to a more convenient location in the rnE..intcnanco aron and a
cone roto floor installed; modomizod 6 of tho umrodorn cabins; rewirod tho
hoadquartors building and built a decorative fence around it; installed a now
control box on lagoon inlet and cleaned out the line; pumped all tho septic
tanks; clcanod up and ro-paintud assistants qusrt.ors; accomplished major
repair and hcir,htoning of south dike.
Estimated Attendance:

54,000 people Herc estimated to have visited the park during the yoar.
Income:
Incomo from all sourcos during 1953 amounted to $4,936.54.
Expo ndi tu res :
Expenditures for tho year wero $30,796.18.
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D.

PONCA STATE PARK
SUPERINTENDENT: Paul Heil
LOCATION
Ponca, Nebraska
Mission:
Prcsorva tion of native Missouri Ri var 9luff are2. within the park and
operation of the rental cabins, group camp, rccrontion ~reas and related
activi tics.
Summary of Ac ti vi tics~
Tho major addition to tho park's facili tics this year was tho construction of a new doop well and 25,000 gallon capacity reservoir. This is
a long noodod improvomcnt as the old system -wns entirely inadcqunto.
Four new toilets were placed in picnic areas nocdinc latrine facilities.
Ten now picnic
tables wore added to tho picnic areas.

A new merry-go-round was added to the playground equipment.

Considerable repair and improvement was made on the group camp moss hall.
Rotted floor joists wore replaced there and also in the headquarters building.
The dining hall was completely remodeled.
General maintenance work was done on tho roads.

The recreation areas
~Enagcmcnt of

were maintained throughout tho season in addition to routine
rontal cabins and group camp facilities.
Estirna ted Attcndancc:

Tho 2ttendanco for 1953 was estimated to be 42,900 visitors.
Income:
The 1953 income was $1,124.50.
Expenditures:
The 19)3 expenditures wore $22,167.14.
E.

STOLLEY STATE PARK
SUPERINTENDENT: John Tooley
LCCATION
Grand Island, Nebraska
Mission:
Preservation and displD.y of historical buildings. Operation and maintonanco of recreation area and tree plantations. Display of ddor herd.
Surmnary of Activities:
April:

During this month we gave the park a general spring cleanup.

May: Painted and papered the interior of Park rcsido.nco.
cleaned drivcwnys, prepared flower beds and started mowing thD
Scout tr~ining encampment and ~any school picnics.

GradDd roads,
Girl

l~-t1..-rns.

Juno: :Mowed hnms, cut alf8lfcl, trimmed trees, cleaned walks and driveways and finished the plantinr, of the flower beds. Removed the deer pens at
north of rcsidonco. ·Picnics of Lutheran Church, Methodist Church, Cosmopolitan Club and a two-woek encampment (day camp) of two hundred Girl Scouts.
July: All hands working on the re; building of tho irrigation di tchos
and la tcrals. Started tho large pump on July 15 and i t r£1n 12 days and nights
without 2. shut down. Mowed all lawns and picnic areas, graded roc.ds 2nd
grubbed out trcos from tho old doer pcri. Again c;. big run of picnics and
visitors. American Logion Baseball LoP.guc picnic and International H2rvcstor
district picnic were the largest events.
August: Pulled two old wells and put down three now ones, tl-m of them
for irrige.ti.on. Installed now pump for general water supply. Operated largo
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irrigation pump for 14 days in watering troes throughout the park.
lawns nnd picnic areas, grubbGd out 48 trees during tho month.

Mowod

September: Prepared ground and planted now lau-ms, soodod the old deer
pen aroa, built a power line to new pump along with culverts and ditches in
order to got water to the cast end of tho park. Twu irrigation pumps in
operation most of the month. Entire area was mowed and trimmed. Picnic of
high school band was largest event with about 200 in attcndoncc.
October: Tore down phoasan t pens .q topped south grove of hackbcrry trees,
rC?.n cement footings for new merry-go-round and fireplaces. Sawed fireplace
wood, grubbed and trimmed trees. General maintenance.
November: Painted exterior of residence. Trimmed and gnibbcd trees,
burned brush and so.wed wood. Irrigated trees until November. General fall
clean up.
December: There was considerable troo trimming to bo done after the
ico and snow storm oarly in December. Graded roads nnd cleaned walks and
dri voways • A few visitors on sunny d['.ys.
Estirrntcd Attcndancc:
The ostimntcd attendance was

18,e5o.

Income:
No income was dorivod at Stolley durinf tho year.
Tjxpondituros:
Expondi turos for all park expenses amounted to $8, 235.24.
F.

VICTO:ITA SPRINGS STA TE PARK
Howard Jones
L(X;A TI ON
Anselmo, Nebraska

SUPERINTEr~DENT:

Mission~

Operation of recreation facilities including boating, fishing, picnicking, ball and playgrounds.
Summary of Activities:
Work wo.s begun on some improvement of the lake. Tho wa tcr w2s dr.:lincd,
fish salvaged and somo dredging completed. It is contemplated to rciisc and
strengthen the dike and onl2.rgo the lake surface slightly.
Tho genoral appearance of tho area was greatly improved this year by
tho rcrrnval of sevornl old utility buildings and fences. The park was given
a general "face lifting".

The 1953 attcnd2nco

W2.S

estimated at

11,499 visitors.

Income:
PC1.rk income was $306.37 for 1953.
Expenditures:
Expcndi turcs for the yc2r wore !r9, 968.02.

G.

FORT KFA F.NE'Y
SUP~INTENDENT:

LOCATION

none
Newark, Nebraska

This area ho.s again boon operated as c: picnic grounds as in the p2.st.
We wore unsuccessful in an attempt to locate a farmer near the park who would
as sumo pr.rt-time caretaker rosponsibili tics. Another a ttcmpt will bo made in

1954.
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REMARKS:

Improvements have been made in the facili tics ~t most of tho parks in the
paet year. These improvements have been in the fo!'m of additional facilities
and a generally stepped-up nnintcnancc ·program.
Sovcrnl reassignments and roplaccm,:mts havo improved tho personnel
picture considerably.
Ncbraskat s State Po.rks arc not adequate to :.noet the outdoor recreation
demands of her citiz0ns in oithc:r size, number or facilities.
At the two parks which offor overnight rental cabin facilitios in addition to other attractions, it is nearly impossible to secure a cabin except
by rosorvo.tion during tho season. At Chadron during August, over one hundred
applicants wore turned away. At Niobrara there was ono period for approxima tcly a month when all cabins were booked solid. At both of those p2rks, tho
only cabins available to the traveling public wore defaulted reservations.
At Ponc2, tho one park with overnight facili tios nearest the centers of
population, there aro no othor facilities to attract the public, such as
swimming, fishing and boating, consequently, overnight use is slight.
Rocoipts, mostly from cabin and group camp rentals, roso from $6,650.50
at Chadron and $3,775.70 at Niobrara in 19.52 to $7,291.71 and $4,936.54 respectively in 1953. While outwardly this docs not appear as much of an increase,
it rcprcscn ts mises of 9% at Chadron and 23% at Niobrara.
Attendance figuros, which aro definitely estimates only, increased from
at Ch2.dron and 42,987 at Niobrara in 1952 to 65,000 and 54,000 respectively in 1953.

56,191

Arbor Lodge Sta to Park, at which a much higher pcrconfagc of tho estimated attendance is actual count duo to ticket sales and which is probably
our best b~romctor of tourist use, increased it's visitation from 36,891 in
1952 to 40, 722 in 19.53. Actual ticket sal os (admission to tho Morton Mansion)
dropped this year from 1952 sales, but only slightly.

Tho answor to those problems appears to be obvious; moro State p~rks
wi tn more and varied facili tics. Whether expansion of the Sta to pa:rk program is practicable is something else. Use Rnd deIT8nd would seem to indica tc it.
Ne bro.ska do9s not spend an inordiria to amount on her parks. Oregon, the
only other state in about the same populs.tion category, with similar facilities, h2'd 151 recreational areas, including nine State parks in 19.52.
Nebraska had 53 recreational areas including seven State parks. Orogon appropriated $970,.500 for its park program in 1952, and Nebraska appropriated
$161,002 for tho same period. Arkansas and Colorado, the only other states in
the same population category, havo only rudimentary systems with eight areas
in .hrkansas and four in Colorado. Iowa, with about 2.5 million population,
appropriated $727,000 for 1952 cxpondituros. South Dakota appropri~ted only
$7.5,000 for 19.52 but had $233,971 available to spend, due largely to her tremendous income.

Oregon employs 119 pormc'1.Ilont personnel, Iow2 90, South Dakota 43 and
Ncbrnsk(J. 26. The Nebraska figure represents both Sta tc park and Recroa tion
ground maintenance personnel as do probably the other states mentioned. Tho
Nebraska Sta to Park sys tom employs loss than h2.lf as many permanent personnel
as the Park Departmont of the City of Lincoln.
The foregoing compe.rativc analysis is intended only as inform8tional ID2terial for interested persons and in no mannor should bo construed as a reflection on the present Nebraska system which we believe is producing ovcry possible bGnofit for funds expended. The population figures in tho forogoing aro
b2.scd on the 19.50 census and data on other states was extracted from "State
Park Stntistics--1952" compiled by tho United States Dcpartm:mt of the Interior,
National Park Service from inform2.tion supplied by tho V£l.rious sta tcs.

Jack D. Strain
Suporviso r, Land Managomont
Division
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ANNUAL REPORI'
CONSTRUCrION AND ENGINEEffiNG IIVISION
Ii,or the Year Ending
De cernber 31, 1953

Fugene H. Baker, Supervisor
Construction and Engineering

This division is composed of a supervisor, survey crew, construction crew,
and supply depot personnel. This supervisor and his personnel are responsible
for the following programs and activities:

1.

Requisitioning of all materials, supplies and equipment.

2.

Stocking, storage and shipping of all materials requisitioned from
the supply depot.

3. Maintenance of a perpetual inventory at the supply depot.

4.

Compilation of Department inventory.

S.

rtesponsible for the mak:ing of preliminary surveys of pro 1.Josed new
impoundments.

6.

Responsible for the preparation of plans, specifications and
construction of all new projects.

7. Responsible for the preparation of plans

and

specific~,ticns

for

all projects requested by other divisions.

8.

Responsible for fulfillment of approved plans by use of Commission
personnel or by the letting of contracts as determined by the Commission.

9.

Leg al disposal of surplus and depreciated material and equipment•

10. Construction and maintenance in all other

di visions when properly

requested and approved.

11.

Correspondence pertinent to detailed administrative or technical
information.

12.

Public relations pertinent to this division.

Atkinson Nill Dam -- Atkinson
In order to comply with terms of acquisition, three-fourths of a mile of
dike adjacent to the tail race wa.J leveled in order that it could be seeded
and mowed. In some places t~1e dike was widened to prevent possible outbreak
and two crossings were constructed, one was a wagon crossing with a 2411 corrugated
metal tube 20' long, and fill placed over it. A wooden bridge wide enough for
cattJ..e crossing was also constructed:
Cost:
Labor
Board & Lodging
Material & Other
Total -

$ 104.97

48.10
40 .67

$ 193. 74

Bowman Lake -- Loup City
Due to chara;teristics of the Loup River, we are continually faced with
undercutting problems at the headgate for this lake. The only occurrence dur~ 1953 was corrected by excavation of rock dumped in around the concrete
structure and a concrete wall poured below the bottom edge of the structure.
All earth that had been eroded by flood waters and undercutting was replaced and
tamped.

Cost:

Labor
~
Board & Lodging
Material & Other
Total -

725.36
370.00
116,87

$ 1212.23

Chadron State Park -- Chadron
Some major improvements were made including the reconstruction of all
secondary electrical lines removing a great fire hazard as well as eliminating the possibility of Park visitors comitl'; into contact with a live wire.
Prior to this, live wires had been laying in the trees and on the roofs of
some of the buildings. All secondary wiring has been re-routed increasing
the height of poles where necessary and running the line through open area to
prevent the trimming of any of the trees. Two new ccb ins were completed, with
septic tank, water system, underground service, and propane gas service. These
two cabins were constructed by contr2ct. Design, plans, specifications and
supervision provided by Game Commission personnel.
Niobrara State Park -- Niobrara
Work in this park consisted of the following:
Construction of two new cabins including a new well, water distributicn
lines, underground electrical service, new-secondary service and transfonner,
septic tank, and distribution lines; also the construction of a foot bridge
across a lagoon, cleaning out a water line between the Niobrara River and the
lagoon, the construction of a control structure at inlet of this line; rebuilding of flood control dike around t.he building area south of the highway, gravel
surfacing of all Park roads, re-wirin~ of Superintendent's residence, and construction of highway approach eliminating a traffic hazard •.
Cost st

Lator
$ 6405.81
Board & Lodging
1269.82
Material & Other
7771.w.
Total -

$15447•04

These two cab:ins, well, water lines, septic tank, electrical service, etc.,
nearly identical to that of Jhadron Park, were constructed by force account.
This was done to get a comparative figure between force account and general
contracting•
A ta ~Julat ion of this comparison is as follows:
Niobrara State Park
Oabins
$
Outside electric
service
Outside Sewage Lines
New Pump, Well, Hater
Lines & Pump HouseL.P. Gas

7048.74
239.03
506.26

753.82
--1!:_,50

$8624.35

Cabins Contract
$10647.86
L,.P. Gas Contract
.509 .oo
Water Lines n
935,86
Pipo for ~Jater Lines
226.46
Septic Tank
225.66
Outside Wiring
250.38

$12695. 22

Chadron State Park

Louisville Recreation Grounds -- Louisville
In order to provide better access to the Recreation Grounds and fishing
area, all prima_.,y roadsconsisting of approximately 2~ miles were re-graded and
gravel surfaced. Due to the high water table and type of soil, it was necessary

that several low spots in which water had been standing be filled Viii th a rock
base under m ear th fill prior to graYeling. All drainage areas wera opened
and culverts were replaced and relocated. Several letters were receivud from
the Chamber of Oommerce, local sportsmen and others, complimenting the Department on this improvement.
Cost:
d~

Labor
Board & Lodging
Material & Other

,(

2004.03
853. 70

2498e61
$ 5356.34

Tot al Memphis Recreation Grounds -- Memphis

Continuing our last year rs operation of improvement of this lake, it was
completed, 'Which included the deepening of areas adjacent to the east and
north shore lines, and the rip-rnpping of all wind-exposed dike vr.i. th broken
concrete. This concrete was secured from building floors at the Scribner Airbase, which had to be broken up, loaded and hauled and hand-placed on the dike.
Approximately 4200' of dike was protected in this manner. This rip-rapping is
woiking out very satisfactorily. In addition to this, all roads, including
the surf ace of the dikes, were graveled. This lake was secured and opened for
fishing in early summer of 1953. Land acquisition was made covering the area
adjacent to this lake bed on the north to provide public hunting ground. The
water level was raised to flood this area in order to permit duck hunting during the fall of 1953; however, it has been lowered now in order to permit level
ditching operations to be carried on under Federal Aid Project during 1954.
This acquisition was made with Federal .Aid participation.
Costs - F..xclusivc_of Land Acquisitions

$ 9403.06

Labor
Board & Lodging
Material & Other

4322. 72
2015.37

$15 741.15 --

Total
Grove Lake -- Royal

Grove Lake, located three miles north and one-half mile east of Royal,
Nebraska, a tract of land totaling 426 acres, was purchased l'.y' the ~Jorrnnission
in Januciry, 1952, for the purpose of construction of a dam and providing a
lake of 65 surface acres of water with a maximum depth of 28 t. This lake is
fed by springs on head waters of the Verdigre flowing normally 44 second feet
of water at the dam site.
This is the major project of the year and due to difficulties with the
contractor, wo:rk was not completed as previously planned. During the year
final plans and specifications were prepared and approval secured from Federal Fish and 1r!ildlife Service. Contract was awarded and material secured
and wo:rk started on the fill. Olearing of the area was done by force account
which included the cutting of all trees near ground level below the water
line, and construction of fish attractors in the lake bed. These attractors
are constructed of trees and brush piled and tied in various locations below
wet er surface around the edge of the lake. Fencing of the are
which includes
1680 rods of 4-strand barbed wire, was done by Wade Hamor and his crew. Progre.ss to date on the fill and concrete work is as follows:

a,

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

?.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Glearjng, Grubbing and Stripping
Excavation
Reservoir Drainage Structure
Concrete S!Jillway
24 '' ¢ C.M .P. Culvert
Guard Rail
Steel sheet piling
Rip-Rap Stone
Pit-run Sand and Gravel
Timber Bridge

36 u ¢ C.M • P •

90% Complete
63% Complete
92% Complete
62.1% Complete
100% Complete
4.5% Complete

50% Complete

Cost - Force Account:
Lal:or
Boa rd & Lodging
Material & Other

$ 4659.06
1713.75

Total

$ 7433002

1060. 21

Construction Contr. $88408.64
Final Plans & Specs. 2500000
Supervision
1700000
Long Lake -- Ainsworth

Lt the request of the local sportsmen and in an effort to improve con..
di. tions of this lake, a concrete spillway was constructed to provide a more
adequate outlet for escape water& This concrete structure was poured in the
fonn of 2 retaining wall with aprons on both up and downstream sides and metal
guides for water control planks to provide the raising or lowering of the lake
as desired, and spill escape waters directly into a road culvert. In the past;
the water had been going around the end of the fill and following dom the
road ditch, causing erosion and a deep water escape ponnitted the loss of fish •
.After the new structure w2s com_pleted the old escape route was filled in and the
dike extended approximately 501 to the west.
Cost:
Labor
Boa rd & Lodging
Material & Other
Total

$ 619.56
263.65

286.06

$ 1169.27

Otter Creek -- Lewellen
Last year we reported this cabin was moved to a concrei:. e foundation for
future remodeljng. This remodeling was completed last spring. Due to tre
condition of the cabin, it was necessnry that both ~-nterior and exterior be
refinished. Vater WctS piped into the cabin, and electrical service supplied
to it.
Cost:
Labor
Board & Lodging
Material & Other
Total

$ 617.88
49.35
791.27
$ 1458.50

?ibel Lake -- Ericson
..lt the request of local sportsmen, Mr. Foster had this la~~e drained,
leaving it dry during the winter and early spring. The local sportsmen
with the consent of the Commission matched fund of about 3 - 1, improving the shore line. Bull dozers were rented, pushing dirt from the edge
of the lake, incre""sing the height of the dike, permitting us to increase
our water elevation. In addition to this, the outlet tube was revam:p3 d
and cleaned out. In the past, beaver were constantly filling it. Sheet
piling was driven to prevent erosion around the gate boxa Entrance to the
Rec rent ion Grounds was rebuilt and drainage from the adjacent hill rerouted through a tube across the road.
Cost:

Labor
Board & Lodgir.g
Material and Other
Total -

1350.32
513.50
416.61

$ 2280.43

North Platte - Seining Crow Headquarters
Several improvements wore made to provide more adequate handling of
fish by the seining crew. An 8" water line taking off from an outlet
provided at the Hatchery and suspended f:rt.m a highw9}7 bridge across a

tail race was laid into the Sejning Crew Headquarters. Two pairi maki:Q5 a
total of four, concrete raceways, each size 6• x 60t averaging 32' deep were
constructed for the hclding of fish. This water line was piped into each of
these kettles with necessary control valves. The outlet was piped down into
the tail race. All suspended pipe was insulated against freezing. Concrete
floor and drainageway was constructed in metal building now being used as
shop and warehouse. This water line was also extended with risers to permit
its use for irrigation purposes. Flood lights were installed to light the
racewcy area at night and the new building was wired with electricity.
Cost:
Labor
Board & Lodging
Material & Other
Total
Gretna Fish Hatchery

$ 3080.00
1400.20
3162.48
$ 8242.68

-- Gretna

All buildings and secondary service at this Hatchery were completely rewired. This old vri ring was extremely dangerous, both from the standpoint of
fire hazard and personal cont.ct. Upon inspecticn, it was found that bare live
wire was exposed in the basement and other buildings. Power supply was inadequate and service wires were in contact with trees and buildings.
Total Cbst:
North Platte Fish Hatchery --

~

1637.36

N. Platte

The residence of the Hatchery Superintendent was completely rewired as
the old wiring was in such condition that short circuits were continually
blowing out 16-amp fuses, which made this a very bad fire hazard.
Total Cost:

$ 326.co

Valentine Fish Hct chery -- Valentine
The same problems as encountered in Gretna and North Platte Hatchery were
also found at this Hatchery. Inadequate power service prevented the use af
appliances as small as toasters, irons, etc. in the tenant residences. Improperly wired outlets were within r~ach of childrm, and very dangerous to
the occupa:i ts. All buildings and secondary service was re-wired. ~}e were
able to get Consumers Public Power District to locate their transfonner system in order to provide additional power in the tEnant houses.
Total Cost:

$ 1350.00

Sacramento Area -- Sacramento
In accordance with the long-range plan for this area, one of the major
construction jobs was completed. This included the building of three separate dikes, totaling nearly one mile in length for the retaining of run-off
water. These impoundments when filled will form three large lakes, a though
the average depth will probably not be in excess of 3'• The harrowed area
adjacent to the dikes will range up to as much as 8'. These dikes were constructed with a 12' top and 8:1 slope on both sides to prevent damage from wind
erosion. 1111 agreement was reached with the Phelps County" Highway tepartment and
the road adjacent to this area was raised to above the water level contour. As
this road had.been scheduled for rebuilding, Phelps County paid the portion
normally applied to such type road with the Game Commission paying the difference between the slopes normally constructed, and the slopes desired by us.
Drai:iage water entering the north side of the area was re-routed by construction
of a ffiort fill and cutting of water-way. This project is participated in by
Federal Aid.

Cost:
Total $11,143.25
(75% reimbursable from Federal
Aid)

Verdon Recreation Grounds-- Verdon
A small amount of work in this area included the repairing of dikes and
re-surf ncing of a portion of the roads.
Cost:
Labor
$
Board & Lodging
Material & Other

27.33
12.90
51.32

Total
Ponca State Park -- Ponca
The entire water system in this Park was re-vamped, including construe•
tion of a 25,000 gal. concrete reservoir, a new w 11, electrically-operated
pump and laying of connecting water lines. This work was performed by contract.
$17021. 75

Total Cost:
Victoria Springs State Park -- Anselmo

An attempt was made to provide a sand beach and swimming area, however,
the type of soil proved that this was not feasible. The lake has been drained
and will be left dry until after the frost goes out in the spring, at which
time the dilces at both lower and upper end will be raised permitting us to raise
the water level of the lake.

costs:
Labor
$ 301.62
Board & Lodging
123.10
Laterial & Other
69.49
Total

~

494. 21

Fremont Recreation Grounds -- Fremont
All primary roadsin this area were re-graded, rock filling all low spots
and gravel surfaced. 'Ibis work was done with hired equipment under supervision
of Game Commission foremen. A boundary line survey was made of land purchased
from Lyman-Richey.
Costs:
Labor
Board & Lodging
Material & Other
Total

$ 161.50
73.25
2032. 72
$ 2267 .47

Rock Creek Hatchery -- Benkelman
A continuation of the work in progress last year consisted of cleanll-1g
011~

of hatching ponds, rebuilding of dikes, re-routing of drainage water, etc.

Costs:
Labor
Board & LodgiI].g
Total

$ 685.16

358.75
$ 1043.91

Big Alkali -- Valentine
At the request of local ranchers, a water control structure was instalJ.ed
in the outlet of Big Alkali. This was done in order to control the water level
and prevent water from backing up and flooding needed hay ground and winter
pasture area. This is a concrete structure with control planks. 50% of the
cost of material on this job was paid by the ranchers.

Costs:
Labor
·~
Board & Lodging
Material & Other

681.53
364.~S

563.27

$ 1609.05
Cottonwood Lake -- Merriman
Due to drouth conditions, it was found that the water diversion dam which
had washed out several years a~o had to be replaced• Easements were secured
from the land owner, and a new dam was constructed. This dam is across Bear
Creek which permits us to back water into the lake. This new fill is protected by concrete rip-rapping which was hauled from Chadron. 160 tons was
dropped into a wash-out below the concrete structure, and approximately the
same amount hand-placed on a new fill.
°'sts:
Labor
$ 1227.25
Board & Lodging
548.55
Material & Other
428.37
Total

$ 2204.17

Holding Plant -- Lincoln
This is a general service account which provides a building for office
space, warehouse for all stock, materials, stora~e buildings for each division ts seasonal equipment, yard for storage of bulk i terns cri d equipment,
heating and lighting of building, shipment and receiving of materials, mail
service, construction of general service items, etc. A portion of this
office space is reimbursed to us by Pittman-Robertson for use of their
staff and laboratory. Remodeling of a portion of the second story was done
to provide office space for Supervisor of Education and Information, and his
staff, and new heating and ventilating system was installed.
Operation Costs:
Labor
Board & Lodging
Material & Other

$ 5437.53

Total

$ 8287 057

20.40

2829 .64

Th3volving Fund -This account is set up for the bulk purchase of commonly-used materials
required by all divisions of the Game Commission. Items are purchased m d
stored at our Holding Plant for three prima~y purposes, one - in order to take
advantage of the savings made on the bulk purchases, second - for convenience
and expediency in getting required materials to the job, and third - to eliminate the processing of all the documents required to make small purchases. If
it were not for this stock, there would be numerous cases where the cost of
preparation of documents would exceed the cost of materialspurchased. This is
a Revolving Fund which is reimbursed for actual price paid for each item of
material delivered to other accounts. Expenditures for stocking, shipping, etc.
are charged a~ainst the General Service account mentioned above.
Purchased Transferred Sold to ptate Parks -

$15215.93
13062e49
1607.24

Proposed Lake Surveys Dlring the past year the Game Commission has, aR always, made every effort
to locate new lake sites, especially in the eastern portion of the State.
EvBry possible lake site that has been called to our attention has been inspected, and if it looked at all favorable, preliminary surveys and studies
were made to determine its feasibility. This includes boundary survey iun on the
tm tracts purchased as mentioned before, including the Fremont Area end Memphis
Areao

Oost:

Labor

Board & Lodging
Material & Other
Total

$ 2464.25
763~ 70

35016

$ 3263011

Survey of Metcalf Area -- Rushville
I:h order to determine the exact amount of land ovmed by the Game Commission a boundary line survey w_s run around this area. This is an ext~emely rugged terrain.

Cost:
Labor
Board & Lodging
Material & Other
Total

~

859.0l
378.00
158.84

$ 1395.85

Engineering Engineer:ing supplied by the Commission during the year included all plans
and specifications for all work perfonned and proposed by the Commission with
the exception of Ponca Park work and a major portion of Grove Lake. This
consisted of new standard plans for Park cabins, wells, septic systems, all
re-wiring, regrading and surfacing of roads, concrete structure, dikes,
drainage structures, building rerrDdeling, etc., for which construction was
completed during the year; also plans snd cost estimates for the proposed
Game Farm; as well as cost estimates and feasibility studies for possible
and proposed lake sites.

Game Division Personnel

Administration
L. P. Vance - Supervisor
Jean Marie Clark - Secretary
Game Farm

S. E. Ling - Superintendent
Orden Allen - Foreman
- Seasonal Labor
State Trapper
Harold Miner - Trapper

Federal Aid
Pittman-Robertson
Surveys and Investigations--15E
Levi Mohler - Project Leader
J. Henry Sather - Fur Bee.rer B~_ologist
He.r··rny Miller - Wa terfcwl Biologist

George Schildman - Laboratory Biologist.
Habitat Restoration
Wade Hamor
Charles Bohart
William W. Eral
John Ferry
Ira Glasser
Elwin Hall
Herman C. Kloke
Calvin o. Sampson
Charles Stenstrom
Jack Stuart
Marvin G. Nelson
Richard Vest

-

Project Leader
Assistant Leader
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Seasonal Labor

Lucille M. Kerr - Clerk

PREFACE

There is confusion in many minds regarding the term "Conservation",
To some it means save or hoard, and to others it means use. If we are to accept
the dictionary definition of the word, it will be necessary to observe the
meaning in more than one text, as there you will also find confliction in the
meaning of the term. In the broad sense, conservation implies wise use,
especially when used in reference to our natural resouroes. The wildlife of
Nebraska is an important natural resource. The perpetuation of this resource
is a responsibility of many. The concept that wildlife is a crop that may be
harvested is indeed difficult for some of us to understand. Too often we are
prone to forget that abolition of shooting is not the panacea for increased
game populations. Too often we fail to remember that wildlife, in order to
live, must have homes even as you and I have homes. How many times have we
heard the plea to establish a refuge for the pheasants when not one thought
has been given for the establishment of needed winter cover, nesting cover,
or any of the living requirements of the bird. How few times have we found
realization of the most obvious -- that wildlife in order to exist must have
space; that wildlife populations can increase only to the carrying capacity of
their normal range; or that Mother Nature is important not only as she affects
production but also as she affects the harvest. How much we have heard regarding restrictions on bag limits and seasons, and how little on the
promiscuous use of insecticides and herbicides which destroy the feed and
cover of the wildlife we love so well. Our wildlife is a by-product of the
soil, even as the corn, wheat, and cattle, and in our way of life it must be a
by-product, not taking dominance over the agricultural economy of our land.
Many people, in addition to our sportsmen, enjoy our wildlife. Conserve it -use it wisely.

1953

ANNUAL REPORT
Division of Game
Lloyd P. Vance, Supervisor

DUCKS & GEESE
Unlike the drought of 1952 which enveloped Nebraska during the summer
and fall causing the poorest duck and goose hunting in years, the drought of
1953, reducing water areas and potential breeding sites, initiated a downward
trend in locally produced waterfowl. Reports on reproduction of waterfowl from
all of the main breeding areas indicated less satisfactory hunting conditions
than for the previous year. The opening of the -waterfowl season found lesser
numbers of waterfowl on a lesser number of water areas. A mass movement of
ducks, mallards in particular, started soon after the middle of November, resulting in better than average hunting success during the latter part of the
season. Eastern Nebraska areas seemed to fare above average. A spectacular
goose flight occurred during the closing days of October.
The 1953 waterfowl season of sixty days was the second successive
year of a season of that length, and shooting hours were extended until sunset
instead of closing one hour before sunset as in previous years. The season
dates were October 16 through December 14, as compared to October 11 through
December 9 in 1952. The 1953 January count of wintering waterfowl indicated a
good increase of ducks wintering in Nebraska.

The coot is not a popular game bird in Nebraska. A decrease in water
areas affected a limited harvest of this bird and very few birds were taken •

.fHEASANTS
Pheasants live in all counties of Nebraska~ Ordinarily, they are most
numerous where r:;enera:-'.. farrr.ing is practiced in north.8astern, cen-':ral, southcentral, south1,\-~rnterns and ~.re stern c.ounties. For the whole of Nebraska they are
the most abundant game bird~ They are exceeded in numbers in the southeastern
counties by quail and in the sandh:_ll counties by grouse.
Pheasants reached a peak of abundance in 1942, declined to the period
of 1946-1947, gr-.ined in the period from 1947 through 1951, e.nd then another
decline occurred in 1952 a:J.d 1953., The blizz~.rds of J.949 ~1ad li·ctle ef.L'ect
upon pheasants in the most heavil~r hunt~d ranrre of southe~n Nebr~ska, but losses
were severe in northern and western counties. Part of the stricken area
populations have recovered.
Open seasons during the last ten years have varied in length from ten
half days to eighty (~ays. Neither the long seasons nor the short seasons took
a large part of the supply of cock pheasants, although hunter success varied
greatly.
Population trend data on pheasants indicates that more or less regular
or periodic increases and decreases in the pheasant population may be expected.
Pheasant harvest information, combined with information on pheasant populations,
indicates that much of the state's pheas~nt range is receivi~g no more than a
moderate or light harvest co!'lpared to tl:e poten~ial harvest.., The area of good
pheasant range, and the dist&.~ce of much of it from the lax?er centers of
human population, brings about this condition. There are r:::rny farming practices
that are not favorable to wildlife in general. It seems particularly significant
that the best pheasant populations have usually been in counties where much of
the land is quite intensively cultivated. It is only on the best soil -- soil

used chiefly for the production of commercial alfalfa -- that agricultural land
use over large areas has held the pheasant population down. The pheasant is one
type of upland game that adjusts itself well to general farming conditions even
in areas of better than average productivity.
The 1953 pheasant season was statewide for the second time since 1948,
and for the first time since 194S seasons and bag limits were the same on a
statewide basis, Season dates in 1953 were October 24 through November 30, as
compared to October 17 through November 23 the previous year. Season length was
the same in both years -- thirty-eight days. The later opening date in 1953 1
following a second successive fall drought, found a much greater per~entage of
the corn crop harvested and attendant difficulty in approaching birds within
gun-shot range. Hunting success was spotty, very good, or very bad, in much of
the pheasant range. Hunting conditions were generally much more pleasant in
1953 than 1~ 1952.

Some quail are found in every county. In the panhandle counties and
in the sandhills, they occur only along the creeks or where land operators have
planted permanent woody cover sufficient to give the birds the protection quail
require. The most quail, and the best distribution of quail on a county-wide
basis, are found in southeastern counties where the topography is rolling, fields
are small, and woody cover -- either planted hedgerows or native brush -- is
found adjacent to most of the cultivated fields. This is the combination required
by quail. Good quail populations are also found in the Platte Valley and in the
Republican drainage of southcentral and southwestern Nebraska. In the southeast,
popularly called "the quail country", quail are more abundant than pheasants.
Quail numbers in southeast Nebraska are similar in most years to those in
northwestern Missouri and northeastern Kansas. There are places in western
Nebraska and in sandhill counties where land operators have planted woody cover
that quail populations occur. Similar cover, provided on more farms or ranches,
would make it possible for quail to exist in fair numbers in much of the state
where they are not abundant. The quail population increased in the early 1940's,
declined somewhat about five years ago, then increased very noticeably in 1950
and 1951, with some decreases apparent in 1953. It is especially interesting to
note that population trends have been practically the same, both in the area
open to quail hunting and in the remaining quail areas closed to hunting. It is
already well known that moderate hunting has no effect upon the next yearts
quail population; destruction of cover combined with adverse weather conditions
is the general limiting factor.
Nebraskans have now enjoyed ten consecutive quail seasons. November
seasons have varied from five days to twenty-five days, and harvests have been
moderate. Early November seasons, as in 1953, run the chance of finding quail
not yet in fall coveys, especially in a year when hatching is very late; late
November seasons have the chance of snowsterm complications. Shooting will
probably average better in most years in the last half of November rather than
earlier in the month. It appears that part of Nebraska will afford good quail
hunting most years, and that quail in about half or two-thirds of the state are
likely to lack the general distribution and abundance needed to make them
attractive to the general hunting public. In view of the rigorous winters in
most of this state, quail are likely to remain much mora important in the s~uth
and southeast than elsewhere. Quail could have safely been harvested in recent
years in counties which were not open to quail hunting. The general public has
not been sufficiently aware of this possibility. Travel lanes, provided through
the establishment of brushy field borders, on the less hilly lands of southcentral
and southeastern counties, would almost certainly raise the quail population.
The 1953 quail hunting season added two additional counties (Dawson
and Lincoln) to those opened in 1952. In both 1953 and 1952, the quail season
opened on November 1. The open season closed on November 26 in 1953, and on
November 23 in 1952. The bag limit was reduced from the seven-bird limit in
1952 and 1951 to six in 1953. As usual, quail hunters with dogs were more
successful than those who hunted without dogs. Quail hunters generally were much
less successful in 1953 than in 1952.

GROUSE
Sharptail grouse breed in at least twenty-three counties, including
the sandhill and panhandle counties. They occur with the prairie chicken in the
central and eastern sandhills, but replace the chicken as the most abundant
native grouse in the central and western sandhills and in the panhandle counties.
Grouse numbers went up during the pa.st several years to excellent numbers in 1951
and 1952.
Seasons of three days were declared in 1950 and 1951, five days in 1952 1
and a six-day season was opened in 1953. Good hunting was available, but relatively light hunting pressure was attracted.
Sharptails occur mostly in the part of the state where the hum.an
population is very small, and where much of the country is virtually inaccessible
because of lack of roads. Much of this area is lightly hunted when seasons are
open. Since pheasants are available much nearer home, most hunters from a
distance are not inclined to travel to the grouse country for a low or moderate
bag of birds.
Annual grouse seasons seem to be quite appropriate. In peak years,
grouse could provide more shooting than was furnished by the seasons of the pa.st
four years. The sandhills are destined to remain in grass, which means that the
habitat required by grouse will remain relatively undisturbed unless some other
economy replaces the cattle industry.
Prairie chickens breed in at least thirty counties, mostly in and
adjacent to the sandhills, in a broad belt extending across the state from
northcentral to southwestern counties. A seasonal movement brings a good pa.rt of
the population somewhat southeast of its breeding range for late fall and much of
the winter. In the pheasant season, flocks of chickens are often encountered in
areas where the birds do not breed locally.
Nebraska has as many chickens ee any other state today. The chicken
population gained in the early 1940's, declined some in the mid-forties, then
gained markedly in the past few years. They were more abundant the pa.st decade
than through the thirties. The recent grouse seasons were not open in most of
the ma.in prairie chicken range, and bag checks showed that this resulted in
keeping the kill mostly to sharptails rather than chickens. Chickens are located
further east and south than the sharptails. They are more readily available to
larger numbers of hunters from eastern areas than are sharptails. This means
that chickens would receive heavier hunting pressure than sharptails if the area
to the east and south were opened to grouse hunting.
The emphasis on a grassland economy in recent years has resulted in
good range management which has been favorable to both prairie chickens and

sharptail grouse. Chickens will respond to any change which will give us more
tall grass in central and eastern Nebraska. With no great changes in landuse,
prairie chickens will probably continue to occur in the same places, and in about
the same numbers, as in recent years. Management to help the chicken would, in
addition to seeing that the native grasses are maintained, need to establish
more grass in the farming country or more winter food in the grass country.
Best populations generally occur where farmland meets extensive grassland.
The area opened to grouse hunting in 1953 was the same area hunted in
1952. From the original counties of Cherry, Rock, Brown, and Keya Paha, and that
pa.rt of Sheridan county south of the Niobrara River, the open area has been
extended to include all of Sheridan county, Arthur, Box Butte, Dawes, Grant,
Hooker, and McPherson counties. In 1952 and 1953, the bag and possession limit
was three; the number of days for hunting increased from five to six; and the
season opened October 10, closing October 15.
HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE
Remnant populations of this introduced game bird still persist along
the northern portion of Nebraska, from Wayne county in the east to Dawes county
in the west.

In an attempt to secure wild, live-trapped, Hungarian partridge for
release purposes, a trip was made to Calgary, Alberta, Canada, in January of
1952 for the purpose of organizing trappers and supervising the trapping and
shipping operations. With leads provided by the Alberta Fish and Game Association,
twenty-five trappers were contacted and in operation by January 22. Trapping
took place from ten miles north of Edmonton, Alberta, to within a few miles of
the United States border on the south. Extreme cold weather prevailed during
the first part of January, and then a quick change brought the temperature up to
forty degrees during the daytime. This condition continued during the balance
of the month. The warm weather caused the coveys to split up -- a condition
which decidedly reduced the daily take of each trapper. Also, there were hundreds
of acres of wheat left in the fields and never harvested because of the early
snows, Trapping success depended on baiting the birds into the traps, and food
was to be found everywhere.
Seventy birds were trapped and shipped to western Nebraska by midFebruary. Since trapping and shipping procedure was established, it was agreed
that the Alberta Fish and Game Association would continue with the operations and
ship as many birds as they could take during the remainder of the winter. An
embargo on the exportation from Canada of birds and animals resulted from an
outbreak of hoof and mouth disease. After holding a number of Huns for approximately a month, they were finally released to the wild again by the Alberta Fish
and Game Association.
A total of sixty-three Hungarian partridge were secured and released
in 1953. Reproduction was observed on each of the release locations. A further
attempt is being made to secure additional birds for release •

.Q!!QKAR PARTRIDGE

No change in numbers of these birds has been reported. A few coveys
persist in the Walgren Lake area of Sheridan county. Occasional reports of
birds which might be chukars have been received from other areas, but have not
been verified.
SAGE HEN
Sage hen were reported observed in Sioux and Dawes counties in 1951.
No reports wore made of observations in 1952 or 1953.

!!! LD TURKEY
Considerable interest is developing in certain northern and northwestern counties concerning the liberation of wild turkey in the Pine Ridge,
and in the valley of the upper middle Niobrara River. The wildlife clubs at
Cody, Valentine, and Gordon, have secured wild turkey, which they intend to
propagate and release for initial stocking.
RABBITS
Next to the pheasant, rabbits provide more recreation through hunting
than any other non-migratory kind of game in the state, Hunting pressure upon
rabbits is considerable, especially in eastern and southeastern counties where
pheasants are least abundant and where the human population is greater than
elsewhere in the state.
Both cottontails and jackrabbits have been more numerous than in 1953.
Very little work of a formal nature has been done with rabbits in
Nebraska. The bag and possession limit remained at ten. A year around open
season with the exception of February and March was again declared for 1953.
~ith the high reproductive potential of these game animals, provision is thus
made to allow orchardists and other land operators to legally hold these animals
under control during periods other than when they are normally hunted for sport.

As the jack rabbit is neither game nor fur, as defined by statute, no provision
for seasons on these animals is made.
SQUIRRELS

Squirrel numbers in Nebraska are limited by the extent of timber.
About three-fourths of the squirrel hunting now occurs in approximately ten
southeastern counties, where native timber is common along the streams. The
fox squirrel is an important game resource, No appreciable change has been
noted in the squirrel population in the pa.st several years. The open season of
October 1st through December 31st, with a bag and possession limit of five, is
the same as the past several years.

Deer occur in all counties and are common to very abundant in northern
and western counties, we well as in some Platte River and Missouri River counties,
and are becoming common in several southeastern counties away from major drainagese
Most of the western deer are mule deer, while the Virginia deer or white-tailed
deer are more common in eastern Nebraska.
Deer have increased rapidly the past fifteen years with aumbers high
enough that deer have become raadily evident to people in many parts of the state.
A number of local areas show browse over-use, which indicates de~r numbers cannot
be expected to go much higher there without serious problems to farm crops.
Six open seasons, five of which have been in consecutive years (1949
through 1953), have been held and between eight and nine thousand deer have been
harvested. A thriving herd has made deer available for harvest faster than the
public could bring itsalf to a realization that deer hunting can be an actuality
in Nebraska. Deer are already available in great enough numbers to provide an
annual kill. The number of permits issued has been increased greatly and the area
opened to hunting enlarged. Indications are that deer can be maintained in good
numbers over much of the state and annual open seasons are probable.
Five zones were established for the 1953 deer season, to effect a
distribution of deer hunting pressure throughout the open area. The panhandle
counties, plus Keith county, comprised zones I and II for which 2,000 permits
each were issued. The season dates were December 1 through December 5, a period
of five days. Antlerless deer were protected during the first three days of the
season. Antlered deer were legal throughout the period.
Season dates for areas III, IV, and V, were December 7 through December
11. Area III was composed of Cherry, Blaine, and Thomas counties where antlered
deer only were legal. Only 300 permits were issued in area III. The Bessey
Division of the Nebraska National Forest was again opened to hunting where seventyfive permits were honored on a first-come first-served basis.
Area IV was composed of Boyd, Brown, Holt, Keya Paha, and Rock counties.
Antlered deer only were legal for the 500 permits authorized.
Area V was composed of Cedar, Dakota, Dixon, and Knox counties. As in
areas I and II, antlerless deer were protected the first three days of the season
and antlered deer were legal throughout the entire five-day period.
Applications for the 5,300 permits were received as follows:
~
I

II
III

IV

v

TOTALS

SEASON DA TES
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1
1
7
7
7

-

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5
5
11
11
11

APPLICATIONS

PERMITS

DEER TAKEN

3,402
3,501
647
1,068
981

2,000
2,000
300
500
500

1,618
1,637
234

9,599

5,300

4,083

305
289

Percentagewise·, the 1953 season was on a par with the most successful
season on record of 1952. From the hunters standpoint, the hardest part of the
hunt is securing the permit. Following is a tabulation showing the year of
season, permits issued, .deer checked, and percentage of successful permit holders.
Our records show that about 6% of the permit h~lders do not use their permits.
~B:

1945
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
TOTALS

PERMITS ISSUED

DEER CHECKED

PERCENT FERMI TS
SUCCESSFUL

500

361

1,500
1,000
1,200
2,500

5,300

910
686
712
1,921
4,083

72.2%
60.2%
68.6%
59.3%
76.84%
76.75%

12,000

8,658

72.15%

The 1953 permit holders for areas I and II experienced the most
pleasant weather for a deer hunt of any year to date. A snow storm on December
3 brought about excellent hunting conditions. To the east, this same storm
created extremely difficult hunting conditions and accounted in part for the
lower success ratio of the eastern areas. Two other factors were also responsible
for lower success in the eastern areas: One, bucks only in areas III and IV;
Two, a preponderance of white-tail deer in area v.
In addition to deer taken by hunters, there is an annual toll of deer
taken by traffic on the highways, District Conservation Officers are instructed
to salvage all deer killed on highways, if they can roach the animal within a
reasonable time, Such carcasses are processed by the local locker plant and
shipped directly to the Beatrice Foods Locker Plant in Lincoln, Nebraska. This
venison is made available to wildlife clubs and other organizations for banquets,
Deer which cannot be salvaged for human consumption are buried or given to the
nearest rendering plant for disposal. Hides of deer killed on the highways are
removed, salted, and sent to the department holding plant in Lincoln, where they
are sold to the highest bidder at the annual gun sale.
During 1953, a total of 664 pounds of venison was sold to wildlife
clubs at the rate of $.45 per pound. Total revenue from this source amounted to
$304.65. Deer hides salvaged in 1952 were sold in 1953 for an additional
$100.50. Since the plan of salvagi~g useable deer carcasses has been put into
operation, the following summary has been made:

ll!B:

POUNDS OF VENISON SOLD

1949

572
1,610
1,441
1,577
664

$256.80
724. 50
676.60
828.60
304,65

5,864

$2,791.15

1950
1951
1952
1953

AMOUNT

PA!.~

About 3,000 pounds of venison were disposed of at the Rock Creek and
Gretna Hatcheries (1,169 lbs. and 1,143 lbs., respectively), and to the Board of
Control Institutions (667 lbs.).
Total costs of handling venison are not available, Exclusive of
transportation and other hidden costs, our records show the project to have cost
$466.50 in 1953,
Records of highway killed deer were received from sixteen officers.
Less deer were reported killed in 1953 than in 1952. The 1953 report shows 114
deer as compared to 134 in 1952. Mule deer, as expected, were the most common
hi-way fatality, with 80 of this species recorded -- 37 buoks and 43 does. There
were 34 whitetail kills -- 19 bucks and 15 does.

Most hi-way kills occurrec in the panhandle countios. There were 26
reported kills from Scotts Bluff county, 14 from Dawes county, 7 each from Sioux
and Morrill counties, 4 each from Box Butte and Kimball counties, 2 from Banner
county, and 1 from Sheridan county. Only 8 reports were received from the
sandhills counties -- 2 each from Keya Paha, Brown and Rock counties, and 1 oach
from Holt and Grant counties. More reports were received from the southcentral
counties than in previous years, with 4 reports from Lincoln county and 2 reports
from Keith county. One each was reported from Custer, Dawson, Buffalo, Kearney,
Red Willow, and Furnas countiGs.
There was also an increase of deer kills in the northeastern counties.
Douglas county with 6 reports was high, followed by Cuming with 3. Saunders,
Washington, Stanton, Madison, Pierce, and Dakota counties each had 2. Knox,
Cedar, Dixon, Antelope, Boone, Burt, and Sarpy counties all had one deer each.
ANTELOPE
While annual estimates on antelope numbers for the past ten years
indicate the herd is relatively static, the number of complaints received on
antelope damage would indicate a sizable increase in the size of the herd.
Antelope in Nebraska are confined to the counties of the panhandle, although two
were observed from the air between Maxwell and Brady, in Lincoln county. It
appears that three inter-state antelope herds are involved in addition to our
own resident Nebraska antelope. With open season on antelope in Colorado,
Wyoming, and South Dakota, some movement across state lines results in larger numbe1
for at least a portion of the year. Present areas of greatest numbers are south
of the Lodgepole community, especially in Cheyenne county; north and west of
Oshkosh in Garden and Morrill counties; north of Pine Ridge, especially in Sioux
county; and again in Sioux county and western Box Butte counties, between the
Niobrara and Platte rivers. Seasonal problems also occur in Scotts Bluff coenty.
The first antelope season of record was held in
of Cheyenne county south of Federal hi-way #30 during the
September 14 through September 18. Only 150 permits were
applications were received. Our records show that 142 of
and 134 antelope were taken.

1953 in that portion
five day period of
issued for which 256
the permits were used

BUFFAL.Q AND ELK
Aside from the large herds of buffalo and elk maintained by the Fish
and Wildlife Service, in their Fort Niobrara Big Game Reserve near Valentine in
Cherry county, the state herd in the Wildcat Hills Big Game Refuge south of
Gering in Scotts Bluff and Banner counties contains the largest numbers of these
animals at the present time. Some 26 buffalo and 18 elk are maintained in this
enclosure, with the annual surplus ma.de available to wildlife clubs and related
organizations for banquets.
The following were sold from the Wildcat Hills Big Game Reserve.

1953

~

Buffalo
Elk
Buffalo Hides
Buffalo Heads
Buffalo Head & Hide
Buffalo Horns
Elk Hide
TOTAL

6

5
2
1

$770.00

- -- -

$ 17.00

6
2

6

$ 15.00
$ 40.00

-- -

2
._

$842.00

1

$635.00
$230.50
$ 43.50

--- -$ -4.00
-$ 12.00

$925.00

RACCOON AND OPOSSUM

These nocturnal furbearers and game animals have increased throughout

their entire range, resulting
open season. It appears that
of its cycle. As long as fur
it will probably be necessary

in a continuation of the policy of a year around
the raccoon has reached the peak and passed the top
prices remain low and the raccoon population high,
to retain relaxed restrictions.

While the opossum does not occupy as much range throughout Nebraska
as does the raccoon, the similar methods of hunting preclude separate seasons
for these two animals. Low fur prices, plus the inclination of these animals
to feed on domestic poultry, indicate the advisability of holding these animals
in check at the present time.
MIDWINTER WATERFOWL SURVEY
In cooperation with the United States Fish and wildlife Service
wintering waterfowl survey, our men attempt as nearly an accurate count as
possible of all waterfowl wintering in Nebraska. The information thus obtained
from all wintering areas of waterfowl is used as a basis for determining tha
continental breeding population of waterfowl. Wintering areas are observed by
air whenever possible, and checked by ground counts also. The Platte River
system in Nebraska ordinarily holds the most wintering waterfowl, although the
new reservoirs are holding increasing numbers.
The total number of ducks and geese reported wintering in Nebraska in
mid-January is indicated in the following table:
Jan. 10 - 15

~

~.§.2

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

104,240
172,800
269,320
151,454
195,575

270
1,870
1,375
1,495
1,802

~IG

GAME SURVEY

An annual estimate is made of numbers of big game in Nebraska as of
December 31st each year. This survey covers all State, Federal, and private
lands, and classifies ~s to big game in the wild and in parks or reserves.
~

Mule deer
·9,035
W-tail deer
340
Other deer
70
Antelope
1,795
Elk
Buffalo
Bear

fil1!2

QQN.ilNED

1950

1221

~

1953

l2k2 1950 1951 1952 19.53

13 ,420
1,290
25
2,120

12,830

18,285
7,740
70
3,140

12,870
6,860
85
3,015

11 12 16 20
8 17
8
2
36 33
38
43
8
2
7
3
3
61 68
66
54 23
100 106 339 343 288
7
7 13
4
4

2,0. ~o

50
1,830

8

9
84

fillli!IlYG _§EASON DA TES
Dove
Grouse
Waterfowl
Pheasant
Quail
Rabbit
Squ:!.rrel
Opossum
Racc<0on
Antelope
Deer

Sep.
Nov,
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.

1950
1-0ct. 1
10-Nov. 12
20-Dec. 3
28-Nov. 19
10-Nov. 26
1-Jan. 31
1-Dec, 31
1-Dec, 31
1-Dec. 31

- - .. - ... - -

1951
Sep. 1-Sep. 30
Nov, 10-Nov. 12
Oct. 19-Dec. 7
Oct. 26-Nov. 25
Nov. 1-Nov. 25
May 1 - Jan. 31
Oct. 1-Dec, 31
Jan. 1-Dec. 31
Jan. 1-Dec. 31

------

Dec. 4-Dec, 17 Dec. 8-Dec. 17

Sep.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Apr.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.

1952
1-Sep. 30
11-0ct, 15
11-Dec. 9
17-Nov. 23
1-Nov. 23
1-Jan. 31
1-Dec. 31
1-Dec. 31
1-Dec. 31

Dec. 1-Dec. 14

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Apr.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Sep.
Dec.

10-0ct. 15
16-Dec, 14
24-Nov. 30
1-Nov. 26
1-Jan. 31
1-Dec. 31
1-Dec. 31
1-Dec. 31
]4-Sep. 18
1-Dec. 11

//

L'

/,

~

FUR BEARERS -- MUSKRAT AND MINK
As a result of studies of fur harvests of these two important fur
bearing animals, a revision of zoning for the taking of these animals was made
in 1952 and again in 1953. From a practical standpoint, muskrat and mink must
be managed together as few trappers can selectively trap for one without the
chance of taking the other. In previous years, an attempt was made to generally
separate the lake muskrats from the stream or bank muskrats, as a basis for
setting seasons. This method was not entirely satisfactory, as mink and muskrat
do not prime or arrive at maximum value at the same timev Mink are normally at
their best in November and December, and fall off rapidly in January, while
muskrats reach their maximum size and pelt value in February and the first two
weeks in March. Also, muskrats in the lake area are not normally trapped until
after the lakes have frozen over, while bank muskrat trapping is at its best
during the periods when the water is free from ice.
In
season should
muskrats; and
season should

areas where muskrat are economically more important than mink, the
be such as to allcw the t~~pper to takG the highest quality of
conversely, wh2;_~,_1 :rink are most econom:..cally J.mportant, the
be set to allm; the trapper to take the highest quality of mink . .

From the Trapper's Fur Take Cards, a record was made of the relative
importance of each of these furbearers in each county. Since over the past few
years muskrat pelts have averaged just a little over $le00;.i and r.:in!r pelts have
averaged about $15.00, we used. those figu.r.es as the basis for ou:.:· d2-vision of
the state into two new areas(, Any county averaging less thR.n 15 r."'.Jskrats per
mink was included in Area E, and in that area the season was rGg~.:la ted so as to
allow the trapper to take t~e highest quality mink -- November 15~ 1952 to
January 15, 1953, inclusive~ Any county with over 15 muskrats per mink was
included in Area I, and in that area the season was regulated so as to allow thG
trapper to take the highest quality muskrats -- December 15, 1952 to March 15;
1953, inclusive. To avoid confusion, the line dividing the two areas was kept
as straight as possible. A·few counties in both areas apr:>ear to be out of pla.c04
As indicated on the tabulation of fur take for the past several years, muskrat'.~
probably hit their peak population during the 1951-1952 trapping season. Drought
conditions affecting the important muskrat areas probably accelerated the
anticip;i.ted decline in the muskrat harvest for the 1952-1953 and 1953-1954
trapping seasons. Numbers of mink have not fluctuated as greatly as indicated
on the same chart, varying from about 12,000 to 15,000 each year.
BEAVER
An open season for the taking of beaver was authorized for the 1952·1953 trapping season and again for the 1953-1954 trapping season. Under the
nuisance permit system in effect during the 1951-1952 trapping season, 4,933
beaver were taken. During the open season of 1952-1953, there were 1,222 open
season permits issued and 199 nuisance permits. Conservation Officers sealed
7,234 beaver during the period.

SKUNK, CIVET CAT AND . BADGER

Because of low pelt prices, each of these furbearers has become
increasingly abundant to the point where a year around open season has been declared on them. It is anticipated that with a rise in fur prices, and a
reduction of their numbers, less damage will be attributed to these anirnalso
FUR TAKEN BY NEBRASKA TRAPPERS

Badger
Beaver
Bobcat
(continuted on next page)

1949-50

1950-51

1951-52

1952-53

246

793
5,477
33

521
4,933
67

929
11,475
45

2,575
266

Civet
Coyote
Fox
Mink
Muskrat
Opossum
Raccoon
Skunk
Weasel

l,38S
4,930
336
12,344
165,104
2,401
17,373
3,761
436

2,670
5,484
213
15,270
209,544
4,863
27,791
11,853
749

2,175
3,836
277
13,053
366,921
5,733
26,506
8,654
727

18,738
222,400
6,413
21,378
9,652
812

TOTAL

214,838

284,740
4,098

433,505
5,079

297,085
5,448

Trappers

SALE OF

1,218
4,070
277

f1IB

Fur taken by the state trapper, who is also assigned other duties, is
offered for sale each year. Following is a record of the kind and amount of fur
sold during the past three years:

1951
Selling Price
218
$324.60
827.00
49
60.00
5
9.00
4

Nu~

Muskrat
Baa-var

Mink
Raccoon
Opossum
Badger
Wildcat

376

$1,220.60

1952
Number Selling Price
316
$ 291.30
132
1,193.50
8
68.00
8
4.00
.50
3
1
.50
1..00
2
470

$1,558.80

1953
Number Selling Price
$415.00
7;t9
118
751.00
8
65.00
7.00
4

609

$1,238.00

GAME FARM PERMITS
During 1953, a total of 364 game farm permits were issued, as compared
to 304 during 1952. Revenue from these permits to keep protected species of
wildlife in c~ptivity totaled $805.00 ns compared to $653.00 the previous year.
SCIENTIFIC PERMITS
The laws provide that permits may be issued accredited persons to take
(for scientific or educational purposes only) protected species of wildlife.
Only twenty-two such permits were issued in 1953, as compared to 23 in 1952 and
34 in 1951,
QAME FARM

With an anticipated opening of the entire state to phe~sant hunting
during the fall of 1953, emphasis was not placed on producing larger numbers of
pheas~nts at the State Game Farm.
Favorable weather factors at the Game Farm
r8sulted in less than normal loss of birds reared in range pens, enabling
production figures to almost equal 1951 -- 9,002 as compared to 9,309. A total
of 8,JOO four-week old pheasants was furnished booster units in 1953, as compired
to 9,600 in 1951. Release data compiled in the following tabulation shows the
spring release of 1,456 breeders as compared to 1,182 in 1952, booster unit releases of 4,801 as compe.red to 5,451 in 1952, and releases from the Game Farm
of 9,002 as compared to 10,374 in 1952. Studies were continued on the use of
infra-red lamps as a source of heat for brooding. This method of supplying
warmth again demonstrated superiority by lower death loss during the brooding
period, and increased feed consumption. The use of anti-biotics in the feed
ration was also tried. While not enough feed or birds have yet been used, the
initial work indicates that by the use of anti-biotics in the feed, the rate of
growth and development may be accellerated to enable release at an earlier age

than the twelve to fourteen week age now believed most satisfactory.

1953 PJIEASANr
June
Breeder
Release

County
Antelope
Banner
Brown
Cherry
Cuming
Dakota
Dawes
Holt
Knox
Madison
Morrill
Pierce
Rock
Scotts Bluff
Sheridan
Stanton
Thurston
York

REL~~

Booster
Uni.ts

Game
Farm

Total

80
40
570
1,420

260
80
600
1, 520
520
301
440
280
651
l,025
600
229
300
380
l,200
316
40
260

340
120
1,170
2,940
520
562
920
383
1,229
1,060
1,277
460
490
2,180
316
381
260

9,002
10,374
9,309

15,259
17,007
17,496

261
480
103
204
460
137
160
110
980

911

341

'T'O'TIAL - 1953
1952
1951

1,456
1,182
1,190

4,801
5,451
6,997

651

1953 PHEASANT BOOSTER UNITS
.Qounty
Brown
Cherry

~

Ainsworth
Cody
Valentine
Wood Lake
Dakota
So. Sioux City
Dawes
Chadron
Garden
Lewellen
Lis co
Oshkosh
Holt
Atkinson
Page
Kimball
Kimball
Morrill
Bayard
Bridgeport
Pierce
Plainview
Rock
Bassett
Scotts Bluff Scottsbluff
Sheridan
Gordon
Rushville

Re2resenta t~

1952
1953
Pheasants
Pheasants
Star~ Released Started Releaseg
750
450
2,110

570
280
1,140

300
600

261
480

340
150

103

890

204
540
520

290
650
360
360
340
750
850

130
330
217
160
150
490
490

7,150

5,451

8,300

4,so1

A. D. Austin
Allen Mccarroll
Harold Jordan
Geo. O'Hallornn
Dale E. Voss, Jr.
Don Berlie
c. E. Cooper
Lynn Chichester
Jctck Newkirk
Earl Ellsbury
Ray A. Snell
Leo O'Hare
Frank Smith
Lee Golden
Ted Buerkle
Cliff Turpin
Lew Hersten.d
Bill Davis
Bill Hewitt

640
360.
1,260
150

569
280
1,170
134

675
150
150
JOO
300
200

380
92

TOTAL

300

150
600
300
725

29
272
285
160
233
138
445

UPLAND GAME RESIORATION PROJECT
The efforts of this department are aimed directly at the restoration
of woody cover of the type which will provide adequate protection for upland
game birds during severe winter blizzards.
Nebraska, as well as several other states, has experienced an almost
complete loss of its pheasant population in certain districts as a result of
severe storm conditions. ~The work of this project is designed to establish
woody plantings in such patterns on sites of adequate dimensions, so as to provide
a 'survival area' within the site for game birds during and immediately folloving
winter storms. An effort is made to estnblish the plantings adjacent to or not
more than one eighth mile from a food source. Such sites are normally located
no closer than one eighth mile to the farmstead so that predation by farm dogs
and cats has little effect on the game bird population.
During the late summer another planting crew was added which brings
the total to nine such crews. The additional crew allowed seven more counties
to be included in the planting program. The ten crews are assigned districts
which include sixty-five of the state's ninety-three counties.
Accomplishments for the year:

1. Seven hundred and sixty-eight (768) wildlife areas were planted.
This includes three hundred nnd ninety (390) miles of multiflora rose fences,
and 564,593 other trees and shrubs. Total planting stock used -- 2,108,640.
2. Two hundred and seventy-two (272) of the wildlife areas were
cultivated at least three times by Game Commission crews. The remaining areas
(496) were cared for by the farmers.

3.

All of the areas which are to be planted in 1954 were selected.

4. Approximately 8,800 rods of fence was constructed on the 1954
planting sites.
5.

A survival check of all areas planted since 1947 began November

15.

SACRAMENTO LAKE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Activities and accomplishments for the year consist of: -1.

Planting and cultivating three additional winter cover plots.

2. Cultivating and maintaining nine miles of existing shelterbelts
and multiflora rose fences.

3.

Constructing approximately seven miles of terraces.

4. Seeding approximately ten acres of grasses (experimental).
5. Filling old silo pits with trash and dozing-in and leveling old
basements.
The lake bed in this area covers approximately 1,000 acres and is
subjected to strong summer winds which result in a very high evaporation rate.
During periods of dry weather, very little if any water remains in the basin.
Surrounding shelterbelts are only now reaching a height which is proving effective
in reducing wind velocity.
Three dikes were built which divide the original basin into three
separate lakes. The lake located on the west edge of the area receives run-off
water from a large watershed and will fill first. This lake begins filling at
approximately the 42 foot contour and spills into the center lake only when the
water level has reached the 46 foot contour. The same situation applies to the
third lake -- it begins filling when the water level in the second or center lake
has reached the 46 foot contour. Water in each case spills from one lake to the

other over a native grass spillway.
and when
the year
duck use
to other

It is believed that since the shelterbelts are now of effective height,
the water depth is increased, some "18.ter will be available throughout
and even during the drier periods. Such a condition should increase
and production on this tract as well as making the area more desirable
game species.

The road which borders the south edge of the lake site was raised about
two feet in the lowest place and approximately one.mile of this road was laveled
off at the 48 foot contour. An eight to one slope was constructed on the north
side of the road adjacent to the lake.
Approximately 51 000 feet of dikes were constructed with 26 foot tops
and an eight to one slope.

FENCING AND MAINTENANCE PROJECTS
Grove Lake Fen£ing ~roject -- Personnel from the Habitat Restoration Project required 184 man-days to complete 1,680 rods of fence over very rough terrain.
Memphis Lake Fencing Proje~ -- Personnel from the Habitat Restoration Project
required 36 man-days to construct 192 rods of fence and salvage approximately
100 rods of old fence within the area 0 This project has not been completed because an adjacent road must first be rebuilte Approximately 100 rods of fence
must be constructed to complete the project.
§tatewide Fence Maintenance Project -- This project is utilizing temporary labor
which was on the Habitat Restoration Project during the summer. To date, 31
man-days have been expended on this work which is still in progress. Men working
on this project are repairing fences which were constructed around tree plantings
by the Habitat Restoration Project which began operations in 1947 •
.filINGARIAN PARTRIDGE PROJECI
Stocking operations of the Hungarian partridge continued during the
year. A total of sixty-seven birds were received from the Alberta Fish and Game
Association, but three of them were dead upon arrival, and another had a broken
wing. The injured bird escaped on the release site, but is n9t counted as
stocked. A total of sixty-three healthy Hungarian partridge were released on
three sites during the report period. Stocking sites and numbers released at
each site are as follows:
1. Egging Ranch -- l mile east of Potter, Cheyenne county, on Lodge
Pole Creek; twenty birds.
2. Vosika Ranch -- 4 miles south of Lodge Pole, Cheyenne county;
twenty birds.
3. J. M. Gillespie Ranch -- 6 miles south of Broadwater, Morrill
county, on Cedar Creek; twenty-three birds.

Reproduction of the Hungarian partridges was observed on each of the
stocking sites during the year. On the Vosika site, three broods, consisting
of eleven young each, were observed during the summer. All birds seen during
the summer appeared to be in good health and not noticeably affected by the
high temperatures.
Personal contacts were made during December with the office of the
Alberta Fish and Game ~ssociation in Calgary, E.- S. Huestis (Fish and Game
Commissioner of Alberta), and several key trappers located south and east of
Edmonton. These trappers intend to recruit a crew to do the trapping in the
Hareisty-Castor-Hanna district. This area contains the heaviest population of
Huns in Alberta. The success of these trappers depends to a large extent on
weather conditions. If the area is covered with eight to twelve inches of snow
and the temperature remains around zero to fifteen degrees above, trapping
success is expected to be excellent.

WILDLIFE SURVEY & INVESTIGATION
This project empl~ys four full-time workers, plus some part-time
workers, and seasonal help. The work of these aen in 1953 came under three
general headings as foll~ws:

1. Conducting basic investigations involving muskrats, waterfowl,
deer, grouse, quail, and pheasants. Information from such work serves as a
basis for use in planning futtae surveys, harvests, and habitat improvement
w.,rk.
2. Organizing extensive statewide surveys for use by department
personnel and other cooperators in getting population trend information concerning the important kinds of wildlife, and comp~ling the data from such
surveys.
3. Organizing methods for measuring hunter and trapper success of
game and fur harvest, and compiling the data from such surveys.
All of the
administrative use,
mimeographed reports
officers, sportsmen,

above kinds of work are summarized in reports prepared r~r
In addition, several of them have been supplemented by
which were distributed for the information of conservation
and land operators; also, other cooperaters.

Work done in 1953 included the following activities listed according
tt the kind of wildlife involved, together with brief summaries of the results.
WATERFOWL

Weather ~~nditions in western Nebraska were generally mild, with storms
and the resulting snow cover of short duration. Waterfowl ~ere able to feed
well, and condition as checked on trapped geese was ex~ellent. Eastern Nebraska,
meanwhile, had relatively heavy snow cover throughout most of the winter in the
important wintering areas. This hampered feeding activities some which resulted
in generally poorer condition than 1952 as evidenced by ducks checked at the
banding site,
·
Sprin~

Spring conditions appeared to have arrived about two weeks early with
very warm weather starting as early as February in parts of Nebraska. Late
April and early May then had cold weather with local snows and severe freezing
conditions over most of the breeding area. Dry weather in the western sandhills
through most of the winter caused a decided shortage of potholes with only the
larger lakes being available to breeding ducks. The eastern snndhills were near
normal for available water areas in the early spring, though the dry-up started
early and appeared rather severe,
Summer
Drought conditions were general over the sandhills with most of the
potholes and temporary lakes drying up early in the brooding season. The larger
lakes with levels controlled by ground water held up well and provided the only
available water areas.
Dry weather prevailed over most of Nebraska through the fall period.
The bulk of the rainwater basins were dry through the waterfowl season with
available water restricted to the larger sandhill lakes, rivers, and irrigation
:'.itrqnn•dments. P-ost-season conditions have been mild to the end of the year.
Winter Population
The statewide count made in cooperation with the ~. s. Fish and Wildlife
Service showed the wintering p~pulation to be more than d-ouble that found in 1952,
This would make it about average for the fi'Ye-year period of 1949-19"5.3. A 11 of
the wlnterirJg areas of any signj f1.cAnce .were ocm1pied.
'The goos~ pc1puJ,qtj_on was near the same a.s reported for 1952.

Migration!
Spring
The first northward migrating waterfowl appeared in the state about
two weeks earlier than in 1952. Sandhill cranes were reported in the North Platte
vicinity February l; Canada goose numbers on the Garden County Refuge had
doubled by February; and pintail ducks were seen in soma parts of Nebraska in
January. It appears that the birds may hnve held up after arriving here and
that movement on northward occurred no earlier than in 1952.
The sandhill breeding population appeared to have stabilized earlier
than in 1952, but later storms and adverse weather may have been responsible for
movement noted well into May.
~

The warm dry fall caused the waterfowl to move gradually and steadily
southward; no large 'flights' were reported. The drought conditions prevailing
in the sandhills forced an early migration of the locally reared ducks. Bluewinged teal appeared to be thinning out by mid-August and movement of pintails
was noted in the later part of August.
BREEDING POPULATION AND PRODUCTION TRENDS
Table :t.

Routes
and
Dates

Breeding Ground Survey

Ducks

Ducks
Per
Mile 2

Lone Males
Per
100 Pairs

25.4
22.3

1,629
1,704

49.2
56.1

67:100
22:100

160
183

14.3
2.3.2

270
347

34.2
43.9

41: 100
36:100

1,011
860

24.6
22,5
-8.5

1,905
2,051

46.4
53. 5
~

62:100
28: 100

Computed
Pairs*

Pairs
Per
Mile 2

!Qd-May
western - 1952
western - 1953

851
677

eastern - 1952
eastern - 1953
overall - 1952
routes
1953
% change
mid-June
wester'il=-1948
western - 1949
western - 1950
western - 1951
western - 1952
western - 1953
%change**

557
348

12.s
20.0
13.9
21.2
20.3
12.1
-11.0

eastern - 1952
ea.stern - 1953
% change

112
81

overall - 1952
routes
1953
%change

669

17.6

429

11.7

13. 7
10.3

Total

35.8

851
532

181:100
122: 100

~

152
103

18.5
l2.9
-30.3

203:100
285:100

1,053
635

27.?
17.3

185:100
141:100

~

=38.l

32.8
29.2
34.4
33.0
18.5

~

*

Assuming lone males to be territorial and to represent a pair.

**

Percent change for mid-june couu~ on western route taken from average
of five prior years -- all others from 1952 only,

Table II.

Species Representation -- Mid-June Counts*

Species

Western Routes

Eastern Routes

1952

1952

1953

1953

Overall
Sandhills**

Mallard
Gadwall
Baldpate
Pintail
Green-winged teal
Blue-winged teal
Shoveller
Redhead
Canvasback
Lesser scaup
Ruddy duck

*
**

21.0%
7.3%

27.6%

9.4%
1.5%

,.4%
.3%

2.3%

16.1%
4.9%

22.0%
4,S%

5.2%

7.4%
65.4%
4.9%

6•.3%
.8%
49.2%
8.3%
5.7%

16.0%

.3%

4.6%
.6%

31.3%

35.1%

74.0%

5.9%
17.1%

10.6%

1.7%

.3%

.1%
5.6%

11.~

1953

1.2%

.3%

0.0%

.6%
4.0%

.3%

1. 7%

2.2%

Includes all breeding pairs shown in Table I,
Eastern count adjusted to equal western count,

The breeding population counts are made over routes of about 155 miles
established in 1948. The one-fourth mile tr~nsect method of counting is used,
a method which has rather severe limitations due to the type of country sampled.
The figures presented herein are subjectto these limitations, therefore their
accuracy may be questioned. Their use should be limited to trend indicators
only.
The indicated change of 38% less pai:ts and 42% less ducks on tte
sandhill transects ~presents a significant and rather severe drop in breeding
population. It is probably that a good pa.rt of this loss is due to the rather
severe adverse weather conditions early in th.a br~eding season. Also, studies
have indicated that the waterfowl population in this southern-most breeding area
is dire~tly dependent upon the available habitat. As the puddle ducks which make
up the bulk of Nebraska breeders prefer the smaller potholes, the low levels
and in some cases the lack of these potholes may have forced breeders to move on
north.

Table III.

Sandhill Brood Counts -- Mid-July
Western
Routes

Square Miles in Sample
Broods Observed
Total Ducklings
~ucklings

Per

29.6
42

243

Eastern
Routes

Overall
Routes

8,2

37.8
60
370

18
127

~

Br~od

Broods Per Square Mile - 1948

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

1.2
4.2
1.6
2.3
2.5
1.4

1.2
2.7
2.2
2.0

8.6
2.2

1.3
3.4
l.8
2.2
3.8
1.6

The 1953 brood count for overall sandhills as shown in Table III is

59% less than that of 1952 and 36% less than the average of the five prior years.
The average broad size for the same five year period has varied from 7.0 to 7.1
ducklings per brood.
The brood per pair figure for 1953 on all routes is 0.07 as comps.red
to that of 1952 of 0.21, and the average for five years of 0.13. The 1952 figure

was nearly double that of any other year.
The small number of broods observed on transects has made it impractical
to break down the species representation for comparison with the breeding population.
WATERFOWL HUNTING SEASON

T9.ble IV.
Species
Mallard
Gad wall
Baldpate
Pintail
Green-winged teal
Blue-winged teal
Shoveller
Redhead
Canvasback
Sea up
Goldeneye
Old Squaw
Hooded merganser

Waterfowl Bag Checks Total

447
19
11
23
9
1
7

24
l

7
13
4

1

Co.nada goose

11

Total ducks

567

*
**
***

Ogallala and Htlt eount7

Percent
of
Total

Sex Ratio
Males: 100
Females

78.8

183:100
220:100
83:100
77:100

3.3
1.9
4.1
1.6
.2
1.2
4.2
.2
1.2
2.2
.7
.2

--..-...-----------------...243:100
________
------117:100
.....

Age ~tjo
Young:lOO
Adults
33:100**
60:100
264:100
109:100

.-.-----____..__
---------

____ ___

38:100

38:100

____ ,.. ___

10
1
45

55

3

.300:100

-------------....
_.. ____

._.
----~---

Holt Co.*
Bag
Checks

------63:100

125:100*** 1]4

Holt county checks made opening two days of 1953 season.
Mallard males only, aged to facilitate rapid handling of sample.
Age ratio of all ducks except mallard.

The total number checked into the Ogallala dressing station was 2,583
ducks. The 1952 total was 1,901 and the average number checked in from 1948
through 1952 was 2,035. Therefore, the 1953 total is 35% over 1952, and 27%
over the average of the five prior years.
The mallard age ratio of 33 young per l~O adults is down markedly from
the 1952 ratio of 48:100, which corresponds to the breeding ground reports
indicating a substantial drop in mallard production ~~F.~ the entire Central
Flyway. The sample for all other species is not large enough to be conclusive,
but does follow production patterns well. Lower production was reported for all
puddle ducks while divers showed good increases. The 1952 ratio for all species
except mallard of 212:100 would indicate about four and one-fourth young per pair
or near double that indicated for 1953 of only two and one-half young per pair.
The Holt county sample is too small t• accurately show ratios or
species composition.
Hunter contacts were made also in an attempt to establish the effect
of the change in shooting hours from one hour before sunset to sunset. Of bag
~hecks totaling 1,490 ducks, only about 40 (~r 2,7%) were killed during the
lust hour in the North Platte River area. The sampling method did not show the
difference, if any, the la.st hour kill would have been had shooting stopped
one hour prior to sunset. Hunter reports indicate the only increase would be in
corn field hunting, but none seemed to think it very significant.

BANDING INFORMATION
Table V.

Locations -- 1953 Banding

Leshara,
Saunders
County

Lisee,
Garden
County

Overton,
Dawson
County

Sumner,
Holt &
Rock Cos,

Mallard
Gad wall
Baldpate
Pintail
Green-winged teal
Blue-winged teal
Shoveller
Redhead
Canvasback
Coot
Canada-type geese
White-front geese

1,015

3

2

42

1,06~

16
7
977
4
4
1

36
7
977

Total Waterfowl

1,016

Species

1

3

Total

15

4

16

15
4

4
4
1

l

1
31
17

1,037

2,159

31
17

----

37

39

Winter
Winter banding was carried on at Leshara, Saunders county, for the
second consecutive winter, The projected net trap was operated at Lisco, Garden
county, and at Overton, Dawson county. Eighteen bands that had been placed on
ducks by ·Nebraska were recovered at the Leshara station. Of these, seventeen
were from Leshara, 1952, and one was from Spring Lake, Sheridon county, and was
banded in 1951.
Summer
Banding directed at non-flying 'local' ducklings was carried on for the
third consecutive year. These birds were banded using the drive trap, or by
being driven onto the shore and captured by hand. One recovery of a blue-winged
teal banded one year before was made on the same pond.
Investigations were conducted in regard to lead poisoning .losses of
geese during spring migration, A low water level made shot o.vo.ilable and heavy
loss of geese followed at Salt Lake (Capitol Beach) in Lincoln. Geese began
arriving at this area on March 12. Approximately 51 000 had arrived by late
March. The main flock left on April 7. The first sick geese were observed
fifteen days after the arrival of the flock. It hnd been determined that lead
poisoning was the cause of death for approximately 320 geese at this same spot
in 1953 (2 lesser Canadas, 198 snows, 120 blues). About three-fourths of the
dead gaese were young bird., in contrast to three previous years when adults
predominated, Three snow geese (originally banded in Canada) were found among
the geese dying of lead poisoning.

A range inspection trip was conducted, Results of work accomplished
in 1952 showed that utilization of deer food plants on Nebraska National Forest
was approaching the condition which led to the initial deer hunt there. A
field trip and evening meeting were arr~nged for early spring at the Forest to
acquaint conservation officers, forest personnel, and local ranchers with the
results of the range inspection work, and to point out the apparent henvy usage
of the range by deer. Prior to this trip, the range study plots on the
Nebraska National Forest had been examined and heavy use by deer was indicated
on a 11 plots.

Collecting deer data at checking stations wo.s again done in 1953.
Uniform information sheets were prepared for use at all twenty-five ehecking

stations during the 1953 season. From these, data &re available on 4,083 deer,
including date and location of kill, buck-doe ratio, percent of yearling bucks,
deer seen by hunters, hunting time, reproductive progress of females, and other
information. The four eastern checking stations checked more white-tailed deer,
while in the remainder of the hunting o.rea the take consisted mainly of mule
deer.
An analysis was made of deer data. gathered from the 1952 season. A
total of 1,921 deer were taken by 2,500 permittees which indicated that 76.84
percent of the hunters were successful (72 percent among buck permittees, and
84 percent among doe permittees). Seventy-two percent of the bucks and
seventy-five percent of the does were taken during the first three days of their
respective seasons. The percent of bucks consisting of yearlings was 51 percent
for all stations, excluding Banner and Sheridan. Banner (hunted the second year)
had 32 percent yearlings, and Sheridan (closed in 1951) showed 40 percent
yearlings. A higher percentage of wet does was found than had been previously
found in the 1945 hunt. Buck hunters saw an average of sixteen deer per day, or
more than in previous hunts, and hunters required less time to bag their deer.
It was estimated that at least one hundred ~uck favns were killed and left in
the field (the law made buck fawns illegal during the 1952 season).
Analysis of deer stomach contents was made. The contents of 110 deer
stomachs from animals which were shot during the 1952 open season were analysed.
Noticeable changes were a decrease in buck-brush utilization and an increase in
consumption of agricultural prnducts~ The most important foods found were
corn, green wheat, alfalfa, buck-brush, cottonwood, yucca, pine, and weeds. Does
took a significantly greater portion of green plant material than did bucks.
From a management standpoint, this indicates that hunting, planned to relieve
crop damage, is not likely to be very effective unless does are taken from
problem or damage areas.
ANTELOPE
A preliminary aerial survey of antelope range in Cheyenne county was
made early in September.
During the September open season, 132 antelope were handled at the
Sidney checking station, with 109 of these animals being taken on opening day.
Among adults, bucks outnumbered does about 7 to 5, while the fawns were evenly
divided as to sex. Most of the kill came from the eastern part of the open
area. Hunters saw an average of 30 antelope per hunter. Of 18 does, which were
carefully examined, 12 were wet and 6 dry. Dry does out-weighed wet ones, and
both bucks and does increased in weight up to three years of age.

GROUSE
Counts were made of breeding male prairie chickens on the Keystone area
in Keith county, It was found that the population was down somewhat as compared
to 1952. Field forms were prepared for use by conservation officers in reporting
counts of breeding male prairie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse. Counts were
made of breeding male prairie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse in Holt and Loup
coun~ies.
There i,ias a good population present, but no figure is available from
1952 for a comparison.
A collection of grouse wings and tails was made during the open season,
with cooperating sportsmen supplying over 400 grouse wings and tails for species,
age, and sex determination. Sharp-tailed grouse out-numbered prairie chickens
about three to one.

Checks were made on coveys of quail during the winter.
winter, coveys were found to have wintered well.

Due to a mild

A summer pre-season survey of quail was made using the whistle count

method, The population was found to be somewhat below that of 1952 in the southeast, but above the 1952 figure in the southcentral area.
Over 400 hunters were contacted for the collection of quail wings. Age
and hatching dates may be determined from an analysis of the wings. A few wings
are still arriving in the mail as this isl:eing written.
PHEASANTS
A survey of the pheasant population was conducted by use of the cock
crowing count method, mail carrier counts submitted for winter, spring, and
summer, and by summarizing officers' summer observation reports. Spring and
summer data indicated that the 1953 population decreased sharply from that of
1952, largely because of poor reproductive rearing success in 1952. Officers
reported having seen fewer pheasants than in 1952. The hatching peak was later
than usual, and was halted abruptly in southern areas by the arrival of extremelyhot weather. Officers' weekly statewide samples varied from 4.5 young per hen to
5.6 young per hen, and the percent of hens accompanied by young ran above 1952
reports in four weeks out of five.
During the opening weekend of the pheasnnt hunting season, officers
recorded pheasant hunting data collected from over 2,600 hunters contacted in the
field. They used 4.98 hours of hunting time per pheasant bagged, as compared to
2,7 hours in the opening week of 1952. Data from field bag checks will continue
to accumulate through the January rabbit season.
Through the cooperation of sportsmen's clubs, and locker plants,
(plus weekly field collections by conservation officers), over 2,700 pheasant
feet were sent in as a part of the age-ratio study. Young pheasants out-numbered
adults in the opening weekend by about 3.26 to 1, a higher ratio of young than
the 2.36 young per adult figure for 1952.
HlJSKRAT INVESTIGATIONS
Insofar as fur investigations are concerned, the major accomplishment
the past year was the completion of a thesis based upon data gathered on the
muskrat project from the fall of 1948 to and including the spring of 1952. The
following is an abstract of the report: -11 The study of the Great Plains Muskrat (ondatra ~ethica cinnamom.ina.),
(Hollister), was carried out from the fall of 1948 to and including the spring of
1952. The study was centered in northcentral Nebraska within the Valentine
National Wildlife Refuge. Rice Lake was the Intensive Study Area. Pony, Center,
"21", Sweetwater, and East Twin Lakes made up the Semi-Intensive Study Area.
Data of a supplementary nature were gathered from the Marsh Lakes and from West
'Long Lake.

"Rising water levels characterized the period covered by the study. The
rising water levels resulted in an almost complete elimination of emergent aquatic
plants on Rice Lake, which is a lake that has no surface dr~inage. Lakes with
surface drainage suffered some loss of emergent aquatics, however not as
spectacular as losses on lakes with no surface drainage.
"General observations, together with movement information from marked
animals, indicate that muskrats dealt with were monogamous. Observations of
nestling young revealed that the average size of litters for 1950 and 1951 was
6.0 and 6.5, respectively. The average number of placental scars per sat -- or
young per litter -- for the winters of 1949-1950, 1950-1951, and 1951-1952, was
6,7, 6,8, and 7.1, respectively. Placental scar counts of precocial breeders
(young of the year) during the winters of 1949-1950, 1950-1951, and 1951-1952,
revealed average litter sizes of 4.9, 5.0, and 4,5, respectively. Muskrats may
have from one to four litters per year or breeding season -- the average being
2.5. The breeding season is characterized by three peaks of litter production:
late April - early May, June, and late August - and early September.
11

At birth muskrats are blind, hairless, and helpless.

The average

measurements of 16 newborn muskrats are as follows: -- total length, 96.3 mm.;
tail l~ngth, 26.3 mm.; weight 22 gm. Eyes open at from 14 to 16 days after
birth. At this age, the young are quite furred and quite expert at swimming
and diving. Their average measurements are as follows: -- total length, 199 mm.;
tail length, 83.3 mm.; weight, 91.0 gm. Muskrats are probably not fully weaned
until sometime after their fourth week.
"Very young muskrats can be sexed accurately by the presence or absence
of mammary glands. When the mammary glands are no longer visible, the young can
be sexed by manipulation (between the thumb and forefinger) of the urinary
sheath. The sex ratio of 349 young, ranging in age from newborn to one month,
was 102 males to 100 females. The sex ratio of 224 individuals from 34 definitely
complete litters was 96 males per 100 females, The sex ratios were obtained from
a total of 4,567 animals taken during the winter harvest period. The average sex
ratio for adults was 111 males per 100 females, and the average sex ratio for
subadults was 149 males per 100 females. These sex ratios indicate that there is
a mortality factor acting primarily against young females and against adult
males.
"The high degree of overlap of age classes makes pelt length and total
body length measurements of little value for ageing muskrats. Examination of the
internal reproductive organs is a good method of ageing males harvested before
the latter part of January, and is a good method of ageing females throughout the
trapping season. Ageing through the appearance of the external genitalia is
accurate up to the latter part of January. The pelt-primeness method of ageing
is a useful technique only up to the latter part of January. The high degree of
overlap of age classes in skull dimensions makes such measurements of little
value as ageing criteria. Ageing by the appearance of the molar teeth proved to
be 100 percent accurate when applied to the skulls of 58 known-age muskrats. The
newly discovered fact of precocial breeding, and certain population characteristics associated with cyclic phenomena, make winter age ratios of questionable
value for use in population calculations and the study of density effects upon
survival rates.
"The mean skull dimensions of both young and old muskrats are larger
for males than for females. The least variable dimension of adult males is the
cranial width, and of adult females, the zygomatic width and the condylo-alveolar
length; whereas, the least variable dimensions of subadult females are the total
skull length and zygomatic width. The greatest difference in skull dimensions
of muskrats of the same age taken during their first winter was .S mm.
"Weights were obtained from 1,743 muskrats harvested from December 1
to and including March 15. The weights of 642 subadults (males) ranged from .7
pounds to 3.1 pounds, and averaged 2.1 pounds. The weights of 688 subadult
females ranged from ·1.2 pounds to 2.7 pounds, and averaged 1.94 pounds. Among
19g adult males, the extremes were 1.6 and J.4 pounds, the average being 2.6
pounds. The weights of 215 adult females ranged from 1.7 pounds to 3.2 pounds
and averaged 2.4 pounds.
"Muskrat houses are constructed of a mixture of emergent and subemerged
aquatic plants from the immediate vicinity of the building site. Houses were
located in water ranging in depth from 17 to 40 inches. Houses are of two basic
types -- dwelling houses and feeding houses. Most feeding houses rise less than
two feet above the water's surface; whereas, dwelling houses usually rise three
to four feet above the water's surface. Most houses present on a marsh during
the winter months disintegrate and disappear during early spring. House
construction begins during the latter part of August and reaches a ooak in
October. The average number of feeding houses per dwelling house during the
winter months in river bulrush communities was 2.4 and in hardstem bulrush
communities, 1.6.
"Food habit studies revealed a distinct preference for the shoots of
sedge (~ §.Rl2.), during the early spring months, During the summer months,
the following plants were heavily utilized as food: cattail {Typha latifolia),
river bulrush (Scirpus fluviatilis), hardstem bulrush (§cirpus acutus), various
sedges (Q~, .§!U?.), arrowhead (Sagittaria 1atifo~), bur red (Sparganium
~urycarp~m), and smartweed (Polygonum coccien~ During the winter months the
muskrats on Rice Lake showed a preference for river bulrush. Animal food, such

as fish, frogs, etc., is sometimes utilized, especially in areas supporting top,
heavy populations of muskrats.
"Movement data gathered from marked individuals indicates that muskrats
are strongly territorial during the summer, fall, and winter months. Houses
within each territory are frequented by all members of a family group. Only one
case of overlap of territories occurred indicating that the territories are
probably actively defended.
"Signs of spring migration are quite closely correlated with ice
conditions -- the migration begins when the ice goes out. Most migrant muskrats
are probably doomed to die as victims of predators or as a result of wounds received in territorial strife. Besides the more spectacular cross-country
migration, there is a spring dispersal within a marsh. Information obtained from
marked individuals indicates that only males partake in the dispersal movements
within a marsh -- the fem.ales remaining within their home territory.
"Intraspecific strife involving young muskrats seems to be associated
with overpopulations. Predators known to prey upon muskrats are mink and coyote.
Coyote so~ts collected from the margin of Pony Lake revealed a high percentage
of occurrence of muskrat remains during the period that coincided with the spring
migration of muskrats. There was an inverse relationship between the occurrence
of meadow mouse (Microtus ochrogaster and/or pennsylvanicus) and muskrat in
c~yote scats, indicating that the coyote is an opportunist -- he eats whatever
is readily available and palatable. An examination of 74 mink scats collected
on Ballard's Marsh during the winter of 1948-1949 revealed that 41 (or 56 percent)
contained muskrat remains.
"Some evidence of a fungus skin disease in young muskrats was noted.
The hemorrhagic disease occurred on several lakes and seemed to be associated
with overpopulated conditions. There was indirect evidence that tularemia
occurred in some muskrat populations.
"Breeding territory inventories and high survival rates among young
indicated a greater tolerance of crowding during the "cyclic high", The "cyclic
high" was also characterized by increased numbers of precocial breeders. These
cyclic phenomena were perfectly synchronized with similar information gathered
in Iowa.

"A comparison of census methods revealed that aerial house counts,
ground house counts, and the Lincoln-Index are of questionable value. Population
calculation based upon the number of young per adult female in the winter harvest
and the spring breeding territory inventory are probably the most accurate.
"The muskrat is the most important furbearing animal in Nebraska. The
estimated annual value of this resource to trappers for the 1949-1950, 1950-1951,
and 1951-1952 trapping seasons was as follows: $211,33.00, $322,698.00, and
$257 1 545.00. For Rice Lake, the value of the harvest per acre for 1949-1950 was
$6.00 and for 1950-1951, $7.60.
"For a sustained harvest at optimum levels, it appears as though water
control structures are required. Muskrat populations on sandhill lakes and
marshes are usually under harvested. From the standpoint of assuring an adequate
harvest of highest quality pelts, without interference with the breeding activities,
the muskrat trapping season in the sandhill region should extend from December 15
to March 15. An instruction program relative to the proper handling of pelts
should be incorporo.ted into the activities of youth organizations".
FUR TAKE SUMMARY

There were 5,448 trapping permits issued for the 1952-1953 trapping
season, an increase of 370 over the previous year. A total of 880 trappers returned their fur-take questionnaire cards. Prices for most fur remained similar
to somewhat lower than for the previous year. The price of beaver was noticeably
lower.
The muskrat take dropped off considerably, and as calculated, was about

61 percent of the 1951~1952 season. The beaver take, with the relaxed regulations,
was nearly three times as great. The mink take increased nearly 1.5 times.

EXTENSIVE SURVEYS
Statewide counts of game birds were ma.de by over 600 cooperators and
mail carriers in January, April, and August. Summer counts indicated a decrease
in pheasant, quail, and grouse numbers when compared to 1952. A total of 383
farmer and rancher wildlife reporters returned their spring reports covering
local wildlife conditions.

General Information
The following pages are devoted to general itemized and statistical information for those who are interested,
Departmental Cash Income:
Total
$ 236,794.33

~

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

Permit Sales

Federal Aid
$ 6,513.74

$ 225,846.12
244,364.33
254,488.64
230,742.29
308,134.76
365,045.90
553,119.64
421,969.24
501,366.98
480,964.18
652,733.54
740,245.36
803,304.64
856,996.82

275,178.55
298,694.94
258,489.09
319,644.65
379,757.67
571,783.97
459,065.98
650,621.87
757,902.42
?74,076.04
869,890.33
lj012jl89e42
991,563.68

Ca sh from Parks

$ 4,434.47
6,219.79
5,564.17
6,438.90
7,095.67
8,148.89
10,532.57
12,260.65
15,855.34
16,142.20
16,783.72
16,086.46
16,483.14
18,087.98

24,594.Z.3
38,542.13
21,307.90
4,414.22
6,562.88
8,131,76
24,836'109
133,399.55
260,796.04
104,558.78
113,558051
192,401.64
116,478088

It is interesting to observe tnat in spite of the trerrendous

incre~se

of fishing

and hunting pressures, satisfactory take is being experienced and, in addition,

several additional species of fish and game are now available through legal open
seasons.
Re€1 l Pro pert ie s

45 Lakes and Recreation Grounds

3 Bird Refuges
7 State Parks
1 Big Game Refuge

6 Hatcheries

4 Public Shooting Grounds
3 Big Game Refuges ond Shooting Grounds
Vehicles and Eguipmenj;

43 Cars
86 Trucks
32 Tractors
1
1
1
1

1 Inboard work boat
1 Airplane
49 Sm 11 boats

Six-inch gravel pump.
Four-inch gravel pump
Two-inch pump
Inboard patrol boat

1 Dragline
2 Caterpillars
1 Traxcavator

Annual Non-Resident Fishing Permit Fee
Florida • • • • •
Oregon • • • • •
South Carolina •
ALL OTHER STATES

• •
•
.
•
• • • • • •
• • • • • •

•
•
•
•

• • • •
•
• • • •
• • • •

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

••
• •
• •
• •

$10.50
15.00
10025
10.00

Annual Non-Resident Hunting Permit Fees

. . .. . . .. .• 20.00
.
25.00
. . .. . .. • . 25.00
10.00
. . .. ..• •• 11.35
. .• 15.50
. . 26.50
20.25
20.00
... . .. . . ..• .. 15.00
. . . . .• 15.50
10.00
. . . . . 10.00
.•
. . . . . . . 15.50
25.00
. . . • • 10.25
. . . . . .• 20.00

Alabama • • •
•
.Arizona • • •
Arkansas
•
•
•
California • • •
Colorado • • •
• •
Connecticut • • •
•
Delaware • • • • •
Florida • • • • • •
Georgia • •
Idaho •
•
•
Illinois • •
•
•
Indiana • • • •
•
Iowa • • • • • •
•
Kansas • • • • • • •
Kentucky • • •
Louisiana • • • •
Maine • • • • • • • •
Maryland
• •
0

0

~25.00

. .. .. .. . . • $15.25
15.00
25.00
.. • . . .• ..• • • 25.25
20.00
. . .. .. . • .• • •• 25.00
. . . • .• .• . .• •• 15.00
20.25
• . . • • •
15.50
. . .. . . .. . 15.25

Massachusetts •
Michigan • • • •
Minnesota • •
Mississippi •
Missouri
• .
Montana • • •
Nevada
•
•
New Hampshire •
New Jersey
•
New Mexico • •
New York • • •
North Carolina •
North Dakotll
•
Ohio • • • • • •
Oklahoma • •
Oregon • • •
Pennsylvania • •
Rhode Island • •

. . • ..• .• .• ••
•
•
• •
• . . • • •
.. . •• .•• . .. .• ••
. .• . •. . .• •
. • • • . ••

10.75
15.75
25.00
15.00
15.00
.35.00
20.00
10.25

Annual Non-Resident Hunting Permit Fees (Continued)

. .. .. .. . . $15.25
20.00
. • . •• •• 10.00
25.00
. • • • • 15.00
. . . . .• .• •• .• . 15 .oo

South Carolina • •
South Dakota • • • •
Tennessee • • • • •
Texas • • • • • • •
Utah • • • • • •
Vermont • •
•

. . . . . . . . ..
. .
. .. . . . .
.
. . .

Virginia • • • • • •
• .$15.75
15.00
Washington
10.00
Washington, D. c. • •
•
West Virginia
• 20.00
• • •
•
Wisconsin
•
• 25.00
10.00
Wyoming
•
• • •
•
• •

NEBRASKA RADIO STATIONS
Carrying
Game Commission Broadcast

..

KXXX •
•
KCNI • • • •
KCOW • • • •
KGFW • • • •
KJSK • • • •
•
KMMJ •
KBRL • • • •
KFOR • • • •
WJAG • • • •
KODY • • • •
KOLT • • • ,
KRVN • • • •

wow

. . .. •

KFGT • •
•
KRAS • • • •
KSID • • • •

...

Colby, Kansas
• •
Broken Bow, Nebraska •
.Alliance, Nebraska • •
Kearney, Nebraska • • •
Columbus, Nebraska •
Grand Island, Nebraska
McCook, Nebraska • • •
Lincoln, Nebraska • • •
Norfolk, Nebraska •
North Platte, Nebraska
Scottsbluff, Nebraska •
Lexington, Nebraska • •
Omaha, Nebraska • • • •
Fremont, Nebraska • •
Hastings, Nebraska • •
Sidney, Nebraska • • •

..

•
•
•
•
• • •
• • •
• •

...•
•
• . •
. . •• .• •••
• •
• • •
. • ••
. •• •.• •
•
•
•
• •

6:30 .A.M.
12:45 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
1:45 P.M.
10:15 A.M •
10:15 A.M.
5:15 P.M •
8:30 A.M.
10 :45 A .M.
9.:.15 P .M.
7:45 A.M.
10:15 A.M.
5:15 P.M.
5:15 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

..•

•
•
• •
• • •
• • •

..
.. .
. .

•
• • •
•
• •
• • •
• •
• •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •

790 kc
. . • 1280
kc

Sunday •
Saturday •
Tuesday •
Saturday •
Monday • •
Sunday • •
Sunday • •
Saturday •
Sunday • •
Sunday • •
Saturday •
Saturday •
Sunday • •
Mond~y • •
Saturday •
Wednesday

• •
• • 1400 kc
• • 1340 kc
• • 900 kc

. • 750 kc

• • 1450 kc

• • 1240 kc
• • 780 kc
• • 1240 kc
• • 1320 kc
• • 1010 kc
• • 590 kc
• • 1340 kc
• • 1230 kc
•

.
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DEPART~NT

Full-time Employees • • • • • 148
Position Title

No.

Salary Schedule

Salary Range
Monthlz

.Average Wage
Monthlz

Executive Secretary

1

Set by Commission

$620.00

$620.00

Supervisors

6

$370.00-$420.00

$390.00-$420.00

$406.67

Legal Counsel

1

$400.00

$400.00

Superintendent I
Project Leader

14

$315.00-$340.0()

$315.00-$340.00

$330.38

Class I Research
Specialists

5

$300.00-$325.00

$315.00

~.315.00

2

$265.00-$290.00

$265.00-$270.00

$267.50

Conservation Officers

28

$260.00-$310.00

$260.00-$312.00

$277.57

Class II Superintendents and Foremen I

8

$285.00-$310.00

$285.00-$310,00

$293.75

Class II Foremen

17

$270.00-$295.00

$270.00-$295.00

$280.58

Class I Fieldmen

16

$240.00-~265.00

$240.00-$265.00

$254.34

Class II Fieldmen

35

1;'.>200.00-$225.00

$200.00-$225.00

$206.57

Steno, Assistants

15

$130.00-~275.00

$150.00-$245.00

$194033

Class II Research
Specialists

NEBRASKA GAME COMMISSIONERS AND DISTRICTS
DISTRICT NO. 1
HBrold Hummel
Route 1
Fairbury, Nebraska

Counties
Cass
Gage
Jefferson
Johnson

Lancaster
Nemaha
Otoe
Pawnee

Richardson
Saline
Seward

Butler
Colfax
Dodge

Douglas
Sarpy

Saunders
Washington

325 Sheridan

.Antelope
Boone

St. Paul, Nebraska

Burt

Dixon
Greeley
Howard
Kncx
Madison
Merrick
Nance

Pierce
Platte
Stanton
Thurston
Wayne
Wreeler

Buffalo
Clay
Fillmore

Franklin
Hall
Hamilton
Kearney
Nuckolls

Polk
Thayer
Webster
York

Oheae
Dawson
Dundy
Frontier

Furnas
Gosper
Hitchcock
Harlan
Hayes

Lincoln
Perkins
Phelps
Red Willow

Arthur
Blaine
Boyd
Brown
Cherry
Custer

Garfield
Grant
Holt
Hooker
Keith
Keya Paha
Logan

Loup
McPherson
Rock
Srer:roan
Thomas
Valley

Banner
Box Butte
Cheyenne
Dawes

Deuel
Garden
Kimball

Morrill
Scotts Bluff
Sheridan
Sioux

DISTRICT NO. 2
Bennett Davis
1646 North 53rd
Omaha, Nebraska
DISTRICT NO. 3
LaVerne P. Jacobsen

Cedar
Cuming
Dakota
DISTRICT NO. 4
W. o. Baldwin
Hebron
Nebraska

Adams

DISTRICT NO. 5
Don F. Robertson
Pawnee Hotel
North Platte, Nebraska

DISTRICT NO. 6
Frank P. Button
Ogallala
Nebraska

DISTRICT NO. 7
Floyd Stone
Alliance
Nebraska

EXPENDITURE SUMMARIZATION
Office
Information
Commission
Law Enforcement
Fisheries Administration
Fish Purchase
Fish Research
Salvage and Distribution
Gretna Fish Hatchery
Valentine Fish Hatchery
North Platte Fish Hatchery
Rock Creek Fish Hatchery
Total Fisheries
Construction-Engineering Adm.
Construction-Engineering Crews
Supply Depot
Revolving Fund (Inventory Increase)
Total Construction-Engineering
GDrre Administration
Gan:e Farm
State Trapping Crew
Total Game
Land M~nagement Administration
Land Management Crews
Reservoir Management
Total Land Management
Pittman-Robertson Coordination
Pittman-Robertson Research
$13,041.55
P.R. Research (Upland Gaire)
9,149.85
P.R. Research (waterfowl)
P.R. Research (Fur Investigation) 3.907.78
Pittrr2n-Robertson Devel~pment
Hungarian Partridge Project
P-R Sacramento Developrrent Project
P-R Grove Lake Fencing Project
P-R Memphis Duck Marsh Land Acquisition
P-R Memphis Duck Marsh Development
P-R Maintenance of Statewide fencing
Dingell-Johnson Fremont Lakes
D-J Grove Lake Clearing Project
Dingell-Johnson Grove Lake Dam
Total Federal Projects
TOTAL ALL DIVISIONS
Arbor Lodge
Chadron State Park
Victoria Springs
Stolley State Park
Niobrara State Park
Fto Kearney State Park
Ponca State Park
Total State Parks
GRAND TOTAL

$12,M.~o6S

$48,622.90
41,020.27
2,211.07
197,956.75

12,934.SS
65,803.04
16,783.00
18,715.43
27,346.52
41,938.99
195,970.54
18,258.00
67,306.65
9,520.67
_g,153c44
. 17, 900-~16
33,285.70

?7,238. 76

6,829.8~

58,015.70
10,547.46
48,672.07
19.545.55

78,765.08

2,707.10

26,099.18
162,687.85
391.39
12,468.37
4,783.71
12,564.00
1,069.89
3,189.14
13,960.35
10,168.94
61,489.55
3°11,579.47
25,241.71
46,124.99
9,968.02
8,235.24
30,796.18
4.50
22,167.14

$1,031,380.54

___142.537.78
$1, 173, 9H3.32

The above cost figures represent total costs and do not take into consideration the
cash revenue received through the several divisions. Because ~f the fact tha~ all
used equip~ent and surplus items must be sold outright instead of traded on new
P-quipment, the above cost totals reflect the total cost of rew equipment. The
revenue within the various divisions is worthy of mention, excluding the usual
permit income ond Legislative Park appropriation. Actually, in private business,
th3se special revenue sources would be credited to the appropriate division;
however, because of the exigencies of the over-all accounting system used, these
areounts are placed in the Commissionrs general budget fund for reallocation to
all divisions in proportion to the needs of such divisions. The special income
sources other than permit income and parks follows:

Special Income Sources
Niobrara State Park • • •
Ponca State Park • • • • •
Ft. Kearney State Park • •
Arbor Lodge State Park • •
Chadron State Park • • • •
Stolley State Pork • • • •
Victoria Springs State hlrk

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

• •
• • • •
• • • •
• • •

Resident license to fish • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Resident license to hunt • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Resident license to fish and hunt • • • • • • • • • • (
Non-resident license to hunt • • • • • • • • • • • • \
Non-resident license to fish • • • • • • • • • • • • ~
Ten-day license to fish (non-resident) • • • • • • • •
Alien license to fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Resident license to trap • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
j
Non-resident license to trap • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~
Gome Farm permit. • • • • • • ---'--._• • • • • • • • • • • • • ·~
Beaver (nuisance only) • • • • •• -.;--..-- .•• --.:_.·~.!·.
~
Boit Vendors • • • • • • • • •
~-<.
Seining ¥endor (Missouri River) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Resident fur buyers license • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • j
Non-resident fur buyers license • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Pri vote fish hatchery license • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Pittman-Robertson refunds (Federal) • • • • • • • • • • •
Sale - food fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Propagotion fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
ii
Confiscation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : : ~
Liquidated Damages • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • '.
Beaver seals • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • J
House rents • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • lt
Leases • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • t
Pressey Recreation Grounds • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Re funds • • • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • • • • • • -,_~
Norfolk Gane Farm • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
9,253.21
Outdoor Ne bra ska • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
-~ ·,,1.75
Ca mp Hayes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Wildcat Hills • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Cottonmill Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Rock Creek Hatchery • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .--/
Lost permits • • • •
• • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
144.00
Gretna Hatchery • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
608.00
Delinquent accounts • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •
18,411.00
Shipping orders • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • I. •
311.00
Boat per mi ts • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •_
Sale cars and trucks • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
13,478.18
Miscellaneous • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
519.42
SD le Scrap ~.a terial • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
124.50
Delinquent accounts closed out • • •
• • • • • • • • •
322.50
Sale buffEllo and venison • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1,137.42
Insur a nee claim. • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
Deer permits • • • . , • • • • • •
80,630.00
• •
• • • • •
Fur sale • • • • • • • • • ••
1,394.25
• • • • • • • • • • • •
Beaver permits • • • • • • • • •
•
•
•
•
4,842.35
• • • • • •
Total
• •• $991,563.6S
• • • •
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Con~J;usion

The past year has been a productive one for the Com.nission, but one which has
found the Commission looking far forward in an earnest endeavor to find definite
answers for problems hitherto unanswered. With the fa1·sighted plans of the Commission now in their first stage of operation, it is anticipated that a completely new era of efficiency and productiveness will be experienced in the administra~
tion of the wildlife resources of Nebraska. However, ·chis expectation of the
Commission can be realized only if the Commission's activities have the cooperation of the farmer, the hunter, and the fishermen of the State.

